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Days to Graduation
68 days!!!
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Senate rejects review bill
By MICHELLE FANNIN
Champion Reporter
Student senate rejected a bill that
would have amended the Student
Government Constitution to alter the
process of choosing members of the
election committee.
The proposed bill would have required that all nominees for the Election Committee be confirmed by a
two-thirds majority vote of the student senate with the exception of the
appointed faculty members.
The bill also contained a clause restricting any senator who represents
an executive committee or cabinet to
abstain from voting in the Election
Committee confirmation vote.
"This bill was initiated primarily so
students can have a representative say
about who is on the Election Committee now and in the future," Foster
explained.
The bill arose over a conflict of
interest with this year's Election
Committee. Proponents of the bill at-

tempted to bring it to the floor last
week but failed to obtain approval to
suspend the rules.
The conflict of interest concern
arose because Bill Hampton, Elections Committee chairman, and Matt
Semradck, SGA presidential candidate, are roommates.
According to Foster, the purpose of
the bill was to protect the student senate from possible problems in addition to giving students a representative voice.
"The bill would add another measure of accountability to the election
process and get students more involved," Sen. Bryan LaBerge, SGA
presidential candidate, stated. "It
would also prevent similar situation
from happening again in the future."
The general job of the Election
Committee is to conduct and oversee
the SGA elections as well as to serve
on the board of review for any allegations brought against a candidate.
Foster also stated that the

Elections Committee can not overturn election results, but it does have
influence in deciding such matters as
rules violations, which can effect
candidate spending and vote totals.
Opponents of this bill felt that its
implementation would signify a misplacement of trust in the committee
members.
"We're a Christian university ruled
by God, ultimately. Student government doesn't rule your life. What
you're saying is you can't trust Christians around you — you need to trust
God and let Him choose the leaders,"
Sen. Jason Williams stated.
Other opponents worried that the
bill might send the wrong message to
the student body.
"Students aresmart enough to know
who's the best candidate—we should
leave the vote up to the people," Sen.
Lisa Ward stated.
Proponents of the resolution
claimed that the student body as a
whole does not trust or respect SGA,

and this bill would help build trust for
the future.
"We might trust people in SGA, but
students might not trust the people in
SGA," Sen. Brendan Burke commented.
This year, the Election Committee
members for the upcoming SGA elections include: faculty members, Barbara Sherman, from the school of
education; and Russell Daubert, from
the speech department; and LU students, Melissa Nickerson, Jeremy Breland and Paula Giles, in additon to
Hampton.
In other business, the student senate passed the Library Hours Extension Resolution that would extend the
library and computer lab hours until
2:00 a.m.
This would allow students to use
these facilities by signing out with
their respective RAs at least five
photo by Pamela Walck
minutes before curfew and receiving
Sen.
Bryan
LaBerge
debates
fellow
senators
regarding
the
an official late-night library or lab
Elections
Committee
review
bill
during
last
week's
session.
pass and be in effect five days a weekT~

Chapman plans performance at Liberty
By WENDY WILLSON
Champion Reporter

Steven Curtis Chapman

Steven Curtis Chapman will perform
"The Great Adventure" tour at Liberty
University's Vines Center Thursday, March
25, at 7:30 p.m.
Chapman, who continues to be one of the
best singers/songwriters in contemporary
Christian music, has recently been introduced
to country music stations in an effort to prove
his flexibility as a Christian performer.
Chapman's musical background shows a
domination of Christian music awards since
in 1989 when Chapman received a record 10
Dove Award nominations.
In addition, he won the Dove Award for
Songwriter of the Year, three years
consecutively and Artist of the Year,
twice,when he received a grammy award in
1992fortheBestPopGospel Album, ForThe
Sake Of The Call.

American Songwriter magazine awarded
the Overall Songwriter and Overall Artist of
the Year in 1992, for the first time ever, to a
Christian artist — Steven Curtis Chapman.
According to Carol Anderson, Chapman's
concert/ tour promoter, he has reportedly
received a 1993 grammy nomination lor his
album, The Great Adventure, as well as eight
nominations for the Annual Dove Awards in
April.
Despite his celebrity and success, Chapman
has not forgotten his less prominent beginning in life and music. As the son of a music
store owner, Chapman started composing
songs during high school in his home town of
Paducah, Ky.
Following high school, Chapman moved to
Nashville, Tenn., where he performed as a
country entertainer at several places in Opryland, including the Grand Ole Opry, before
eventually signing with Sparrow Records.

"When I sang a song that I wrote myself, I
felt like that guy in the movie 'Chariots of
Fire,' the one who said that when he ran he
could feel God's pleasure because running
was what God created him to do. I had a
similar feeling when I played the music that
was in my heart," Chapman said.
In addition to writing songs, Chapman has
had songs recorded by other Christian artists
such as Sandi Patti, The Imperials, White
Heart, Glen Campbell and The Cathedrals.
He has also written or co-written each of the
songs in his five albums: First Hand (1987),
Real Life Conversations (1988), More To
This Life (1989), For The Sake Of The Call
(1990) and The Great Adventure (1992).
According to Chapman, many of his compositions have resulted because of the growth
of his relationship with Jesus Christ.
"At one point you understand life to be a
certain way; but as you grow and live a little

more life, you confront things that you once
thought would never happen—and God outgrows the box you had tried to put him in," he
said. "I'm overwhelmed by His grace in the
process of life, His sovereign hand moving in
ways you don't discern, but later look and see
His wisdom and love through it all."
Many critics agree that Chapman's commitment to Christ shines through during his
onstage performances.
The Dec. 5,1992 issue of Billboard magazine stated that at Chapman's sold out "The
Great Adventure" performance in St. Louis,
he "proved his motivations ran far deeper
than mere entertainment."
"Chapman will not sacrifice making plain
his beliefs," stated the July, 1992 issue of
Contemporary Christian Music magazine.
Chapman agrees that his performances do

See Chapman, Page 2

Career Day offers students
job information, placement
By AMY MORRIS
Champion Reporter
TheLibertyCareerCenterwill host
a Career Day on Wednesday, March
24, from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m., in the DeMoss atrium.
More than 100 companies and nonprofit organizations will be be available and provide LU students with job
information.
Companies and organizations, both
local and national such as Dress Bam,
The Heritage Foundation and the Lynchburg Red Soxs, will also be advertising internships, in addition to
summer, part-time and full-time jobs.
Following Career Day, numerous
organizations will be hosting a career
information seminar at 3:30 p.m.
"Some students have no idea how
their majors translate into tides out in

the world of work," Shelley Seibert,
Career Center coordinator, stated.
"Career Day is a good idea for all
students because it enables them to
meet actual employers and possibly
make contacts for future job opportunities."
For the student wondering what to
ask these employers, Seibert offered
suggestions such as:
• What college majors does your
company consider for employment
opportunities?
• What types of positions would
your organization have for someone
of my major?
• What personal qualities, skills,
volunteer activities or work experience does your organization consider
important for a potential employee?
• Does your organization hire col-

lege students for internships, summer
jobs or part-time jobs?
• Does your company have any
branches or subsidiaries in my hometown area?
• Do you have any positions open
now or do you expect to open any in
the near future?
• Could I give (or send) you my
resume?
Seibert also encourages seniors to
have resumes prepared because some
companies may accept them during
the Career Day activities.
If students need help in writing a
resume, they can contact the Career
Center at ext. 2352. The center also
critiques resumes at no charge.
For more information, students
may contact the center at ext. 2646 to
make an appointment.

Students help Special Olympians
By MELISSA McDANIEL
Special to the Champion
Twenty-four Liberty students,
representing the Psychology Club and
psychology majors, participated in
the Lynchburg area division of the
Special Olympics at Jefferson Forest
High School on Saturday, March 6.
The students, led by Dr. Marilyn
Gadomski, LU Psychology Club
adviser, volunteered as officials, buddies and huggers in the gymnastics,
basketball and power-lifting events.
Forty-eight volunteers, 89 athletes
and coaches participated in the event.
The athletes, from Area 24, consist

of Lynchburg and the Central Virginia Training Center, in addition to
Amherst, Appomalox, Bedford,
Campbell and Nelson Counties.
The gymnastics event had two
athletes from two divisions. They
both performed bar and full-floor
routines without music.
In basketball, three teams competed in the full-court competition
from different school zones. There
were also half-court and three-onthree games as well as athletes competing in the basic skills exercises.
The power-lifting competition, one
of the newer events to Special Olym-

pics, had seven entrants for the bench
press and six for the dead lift
Each athlete was given three attempts in which to be judged and one
final round to score a personal best
which did not figure into the scoring.
There were five different weight
classes and two divisions of Senior
and Master with the weights ranging
from 80 pounds in the bench press to
300 pounds at the dead lift.
Many student volunteers felt that
the coaches and athletes competing
performed in a very professional

See Olympics Page 2
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More than 180 students and 21 teams were in attendance tor an ail-night volleyball
tournament held from Friday night to Saturday morning, March SM>. The late-night
fund-raising event collected $230 to be split between the sophomore class and
Liberty's Men's Volleyball Club, co-sponsors..of the evening.
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Local, national internships
offer students experience
By JOANNA TEDDER
Assistant Copy Editor

Internships for more than 30 LU
majors during the spring, summer and
autumn are now available in Washington, D.C., as well as throughout
the country.
Some of the internships in conjunction with the LU internship office are
available for the following majors:
government, history, journalism
English and speech.
According to Mark Keei?e, administrative assistant of internships, approximately 300 students appiy to
complete an internship program each
year, and more than 250 students complete the program.
LU interns, which are often placed
in the offices of conservative organizations to experience their career
hands-on, not only gain practical
photo by Gemmie Diyril
knowledge and skill but also make
Lending a Hand — LU students, Kristen Saufley, Yvonne Dick, Lisa Moellring, Crissy Michaelsen contacts that aid in job placement
(hidden) and Allison West, help needy students and community children by donating unwanted after graduation.
clothing to the SGA sponsored clothing drive.
Previous student interns have been
placed in positions in Washington
with organization such as; Concerned
Women for America and the U.S.
Senate Republican Committee as well
as in the White House.
On the local level, LU students
have completed internships at the
By SARAH MCCARTNEY
Presbyterian Home was one of the give a majority of the clothing will to
Champion Reporter
best causes," Spaman explained.
the Presbyterian Home.
The sophomore and junior classes
Both Babby and Spaman decided
The original dates for the drive
at Liberty are sponsoring a campus- to initiate the drive to meet the needs have been revised from the scheduled
wide clothing drive to help the needy of the older children, needy, fellow Monday, March 1, to Friday, March
students on campus as well as to students as well as students who have 5, ending on Thursday, March 11.
provide clothes for the Presbyterian too many clothes in their closets.
"It's going well, but I don't think as
Home for Girls and Boys.
LU student Beth Cory explained many people know about it as could
The project, originated by Robin that she donated some of her clothes know," Spaman explained.
Babby, junior class president, and because she did not know how else to
According to Babby, SGA and the
Heather Spaman, sophomore class get rid of them.
classes involved were pleased with
vice president, has never been at"Besides, I know somebody else the student response.
temptedatLiberty. The drive is sched- who needs them could use them
"The collection boxes are located
uled for March 1 - March 11.
more," she continued.
on the first floor of t every dorm, in
"We got the idea while reviewing
According to Babby, some of the DeMoss Hall and David's Place," she
the needs of the community during an clothes will be available to any stu- said. "We've anticipated a lot of parSGA meeting and decided that the dent who is in need, but SGA hopes to ticipation."

Students sponsor clothing
drive for community, campus

Virginia Baptist Hospital as well as at
Babcock and Wilcox.
According to Keene, Liberty's requirements for government majors
are much stricter than most other
schools' programs, requiring 400
hours of work at an organization with
no more than 50 percent clerical duties, a daily log and a 10-page paper.
In addition, supervisors of LU students must submit an evaluation to
the internship office every two weeks,
reporting the students' progress.
Through the internship programs,
students can receive up to six credit
hours for their efforts.
"Our students actually become on
staff with the organization," Keene
said.
He also explained that interns often
research and write for the businesses.
The internship office will assist
students in getting intern positions in
marty cities, not solely in Washington.
Ketne, however, warned that it is
not a good idea for students to complete an internship in Washington during summer break.
"Many students intern during the
sommer," he stated, adding that it is
mere difficult to find challenging
positions becauseofthehighdemand.

Mark Keene
Asstistant Director
"LU interns are on high demand,
especially in Washington, because
Liberty interns have a great reputation," Keene stated. "Liberty students are often commended because
they are punctual and courteous."
On Friday, March 26 and Saturday,
March 27, a group of students will be
traveling to Washington for an exposure trip in order to find out what
companies are looking for in student
interns.
"We do this every semester so that
students can get a little taste of what
Washington is like," Kccnc explained.

Chapman
Continued from Page 1
show his commitment to Christ and
his unwillingness to compromise.
"If I can find mainstream acceptance, quote-unquote, without watering down the integrity of the songs,
that's^obviously exciting," Chapman
explained. "But to me the bottom line
is to stay honest and 'dance with the
one that brung me.'"
Chapman's newest release, The
Great Adventure, features such songs

photo by Pamela Walck

as "Go There With You," "Don't Let
The Fire Die," "Maria," co-written
with his wife and "Got To B Tru," a
rap with DC Talk's Toby McKeehan.
"I believe the God who created us,
created life to be an adventure. It will
be full of tears and questions and
laughterandjoy,"Chapmansaid. "It's
God's amazing grace that makes this
adventure a reality through a personal
relationship with the Savior of 'M

world. That's the message I want to
communicate to all who will listen."
Steven Curtis Chapman will perform in the Vines Center at 7:30 p.m.
on Saturday, March 25, with special
appearances by Out of the Grey and
Cindy Morgan.
Tickets can still be purchased in
advance at David's Place for the following prices: as a group, $ 10; in advance, $12; and at the door, $14.

nate the lunch and refreshments, said.
Special Olympics operates on the
local, area and state level in addition
to the national and international level.
On the state level, there are five
staff positions and four sectional directors for the Commonwealth of
Virginia. All other positions are
staffed by volunteers which include
coordinators, supervisors and
coaches.
The International Special Olympic
Games are held every four years. This

year's games are being held the third
week of March in Austria.
During the two week games, more
than 90 countries will be participating with four delegates from Virginia
representing the USA, to be in attendance.
In addition, the state games will be
held in Fairfax, Va., March 26-28.
The next local games will be in the
spring at Lynchburg College Saturday, April 17, and will include swimming and track and field.

Olympics
Continued from Page 1
manner.
"One of the things I learned through
Special Olympics is that we are not
here to pacify therr/," Terry Hassell,
a senior psychology major who has
previous experience with Special
Olympics, stated. "They are major
competitors, great athletes. It has
been a great experience."
"We always get more than we give.
When it all comes together you can
see the smiles," Connie Nichols, a
volunteer chair who helped coordi-
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ampus Calander
• Chapel speakersfonhisweek
include:
Wednesday- Dr. Falwell
Friday- Prayer and Praise, Rob
Jackson
Monday - No Chapel/ Spring Break

• Steven Curtis Chapman
will be in concert on Thursday, March
25 in the LU Vines Center. Tickets
are still available at David's Place or

call ext. 2131.

• The MUSIC Department has announced the following upcoming concerts:
Friday, March 26 - Senior recital "Heitor
Villa-Lobos" at 8 p.m. in Fine Arts 101
Saturday, March 27 - Ensemble concert, in
the LU Mulit-Purpose Center at 8 p.m.
Sunday, March 28 - Student art exhibition
from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. in the Fine Arts Band
Room.

• SGA Candidate checkoff
includes for the month of March:
T h " " " ' ,,
-rrh 11 - interviews
Monday, March 22 - nomination
process begins.

Lynchburg Chiropractic Center

Dr. Todd M. MacDowall
Liberty University Alumnus

FREE EXAM TO LU STUDENTS W7 I.D.
3012 FOREST HILLS CENTER
LYNCHBURG, VA 24501

384-1631

Alumnus presents classical recital
By AMY MORRIS
Champion Reporter

Liberty alumnus Jeffrey Crum
presented a recital of classical piano
music on Saturday, March 6. With
about 30 people in attendance, Crum
performed pieces by Bach, Liszt,
Rachmaninoff,
Cowell and
Beethoven.
During the hour and a half recital,
listeners were entertained with different styles of music, such as Baroque, Early Romantic, Romantic and
20th century contemporary.

Crum graduated from Liberty in
1989 with a degree in piano and finance. He then worked for a music
company and began his masters at
Marshall University in Huntington,
W.Va., where he also teaches piano
and music theory.
In the fall, he will teach music at
Pensacola Christian College where
he is considering pursuing a doctorate in sacred music.
Crum has been studying piano for
20 years, pland to teach music on a
collegiate level.

I
I
2 Free Games II
at
I
I
I
Mindboggle
I
Video Arcade II
I
River Ridge Mall
I
($.50 value, limit one per person per day) I
I
Exp: 3-31-93 Sun - Thurs only

This coupon good for

He encourages present LU music
majors to "work hard because discipline is the whole thing. I was surprisingly well-prepared whenever I
left Liberty, so music majors should
not be discouraged."
This was Crum'sfirstrecital since
he began graduate school.

LIBERTY EMERGENCY
SERVICES
LIBERTY CRIME LINE
Liberty Emergency Services is
offering, on an ongoing basis,
REWARDS UP TO $500
school bill credit for information
leading to the ARREST and
CONVICTION or
ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
of anyone committing a crime at
Liberty University.
All calls are confidential.

HELP MAKE OUR
CAMPUS SAFE.

582-7611

• T o m L a n d r y , former Dallas
Cowboys coach, will be speaking
during the morning worship service
at TRBC on Sunday, April 25, at 11
a.m.
.

J2®

LU Alumnus, Jeffrey Crum, uses a plucking technique during his first performance at Liberty
since he began graduate school at Marshall University.

EXAM VALUED AT $50.00

SEARS AUTOMOTIVE
RIVER RIDGE MALL
LYNCHBURG
(804) 582-5331
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See Us For All Your:
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f
OPEN
Shocks / Struts
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Alignment
B rake Needs Convenient Overnight Dropoff Service
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Psychology majors visit R-MWC labs,
plan future experiments, laboratories
By THOMAS YOUNG
Special to the Champion

More than 15 Liberty University
students from the Psychology Club
and psychology department, traveled
to Randolph-Macon Women's College Thursday, Feb. 25, to tour the
psychology labs.
According to Dr. Larry F. Nelson,
sponsor of the Psychology Club, the
main reason for the visit was to inform students of what a psychology
lab consisted of and to gather ideas
for future labs at Liberty.
The psychology labs at R-MWC
were established in 1893 and renovated three years ago. The labs consist predominately of studies conducted with animals.
Examples of the various animal
experiments include:
• The "T" maze, a study that involves rats and experiments with

reaction time.
• The Skinner box, an experiment
that studies shock treatment and its
effect on rats.
The newest lab experiments are
conducted with children and consist
of various studies that test the cognition of children at different ages.
According to Dr. Beth Schwartz,
assistant professor of psychology at
R-MWC, the experiments are conducted by the use of two-way mirrors
which allow experimenters to view
the chi ldrcn without them being aware
of the observations. Occasionally,
sessions are video-taped.
During each session, the children
are not told about the experiments,
and parents are invited to monitor
their children during the experiments.
A typical session includes a play
time for 15 and 20 minutes, followed
by another session two weeks later

when the children are asked to recall
what they did during the previous
session.
Various activities in which children participate include: coloring
objects a certain color, playing Simon Sez or recalling a picture on the
wall or a puzzle.
"The lab really specializes in
memory and is set up to determine
whatachildcan remember," Schwartz
explained.
Schwartz also stated that if the
children were informed sessions were
being taped, many would react differently, altering their personalities
and the test results.
Other tests include the recollection
of the color, height of a stranger,
length of hair, skin type and age.
Schwartz explained that many of the
children who are studied are the only
witnesses to a crime.

"Liberty students really need a lab
to pursue studies in graduate school,"
Gwen Tucker, LU psychology student, stated.
Other students agreed that LU students would benefit through a lab
similar those at R-MWC.
"We need a psychology lab so we
can have a better edge on not only our
education but for our own personal
knowledge," Mike Lovallo, another
LU psychology major, stated.
Presently, there are no labs established on campus, but the psychology
department is planning to develop an
experimental laboratory in the old
cafeteria in the near future.
"This (not having a lab) is a big
drawback for LU students," Nelson
explained. "Most jobs require some
kind of experience, and acceptance
into graduate program also requires
some kind of related experience."
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By MATTHEW McKOWN
Champion Reporter

photo by Gemmio Dayrit

Checkmate — Charles Duncan (upper left) watches fellow "chessmates" Adam Frank (left) and Duane Likens (right) during the final championship round of the chess tournament on Saturday, March 6 from 2
p.m. to 4 p.m in DeMoss. The tournament was sponsored by the LU
Chess club.

Bob and Brenda Bonheim, assistant professors of psychical education at Liberty University, are currently organizing their 25th annual summer mission trip to the Hawaiian islands. The trip, scheduled June 15 -August 3,
centers around reaching Hawaiian youth for
Christ through Bible studies and discipleship.
While in Hawaii, the mission team's three
main goals are to evangelize, disciple and
serve the local residents of the islands.
Team members are responsible for helping
and organizing sports rallies, Bible studies,
week-long camps, vacation Bible schools,
discipling programs and youth meetings.
Also, in past years, the team even aided in
construction work for local churches and
widows.
According to Bob Bonheim, the summer
ministry co-director,between50and70people

Delegates attend state
nursing convention
FROM STAFF REPORTS
More than 15 Liberty University nursing students attended the Virginia Nursing Student Association annual convention in Richmond at
the Omni Hotel last month.
Of the 13 Liberty students attending the convention, five were state
delegates.
"It was really encouraging to new members on how other clubs
started," Misty Sanner, LU nursing major and delegate to the convention, stated. "It was not the usual 'dog-eat-dog' attitude one would
expect."
During the convention, various lectures were given, ranging from
the history of nursing and AIDS to stress prevention and motivational
sessions.
Awards were also given to various clubs across the state in addition
to scholarships, during a special banquet.
According to Sanner, one of the more prestigious awards given was
the MAC award for the most active constituent Sanner stated that the LU
club has high hopes of obtaining this award next year.
"(Overall) we were really pleased with the response we got, this being
ourfirstyear, but the convention mostly got us excited about the future
of our club and encouraged us," Sanner stated.
The LU Nursing Association plans to send delegates to the national
convention in Kansas City, Mo., in April.

Faculty couple offers students
missions opportunity of a lifetime

are saved each summer in addition to many
lives being impacted for Christ
"The most exciting part is to see some
people that were saved continue to grow
summer after summer," he commented.
Students who have attended the summer
missions in previous years agree that their
lives were impacted as well.
"I learned how awesome it is to live daily
for Christ, away from the commercial and
worldly aspects of life," Deana Deitrich, a
business management major, stated.
When choosing team members, one aspect
that the Bonheims look for is students who
have a heart for missions.
"Many of the former team members are
now missionaries or teachers in missionary
schools," Mr. Bonheim stated.
The Hawaiian missions trip, which can be
used as a Christian service credit, also allows
students to receive credit through a youth or

recreation internship.
According to Bob Bonheim, the trip involves a lot of work; the teams do take time to
enjoy the beautiful Hawaiian climate during
the last week of the trip which is set aside for
students to relax and tour the island.
The Bonheims, who have spent numerous
summers in Hawaii, help the students see
parts of the island that a regular tour would
not have shown.
Last year, the team consisted of 19 students
from LU, Bob Jones University and the University of Iowa.
"I definitelyrecommendit. It's excellent,"
Keith Wayne, a first year seminary student,
said.
The trip, still has room for four more interested students. The cost is an average of
$ 1800 to $2200. For further information, the
Bonheims can be contacted at ext. 2882 or
846-7487.

IS THERE NOT A CAUSE!
FIFTH ANNUAL YOUTH EMPHASIS WEEK
LIBERTY UNIVERSITY
MARCH 28 - APRIL 3,1993
A

H

Dr. Mark Lamport, Ph.D.

"I would welcome LU Youth graduates to join our
Campus Crusade team as we reach the world of
young people for Jesus Christ."

SESSION SPEAKERS

• BILL BRIGHT
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST

"...as far as I am concerned, the agenda is reaching
kids!"
- DR. STEVE VANDERGRIFF
YOUTH FOR CHRIST, EDMONTON
1975 LIBERTT YOUTH GRADUATE

V

Dr. Dann Spader
SONLIFE, Chicago IL
Randy Smith Calvary Ch., Grand Rapids MI
Hutch Matteson 1st. Bapt. Ch., Snellville GA
Gary Hunt 1st Bapt. Church, Indian Rocks FL
Tim Jennings 1st. Bapt. Ch., Indian Rocks FL
Byron Stewart
Springvale Bapt. Ch., Stouffville Ont.
Barry Shettel
Prince Ave. Bapt. Church, Athens GA
Tim Parsons
Paducah KY
Rick Countryman
Big Valley Grace Com. Ch., Modesto CA
Heidi Payne
Campus Crusade For Christ, Univ. of West VA

For More Info
Contact:

A

MONDAY
SESSIONS
11:20 AM-1:10 PM
TUESDAY
SESSIONS
9:25 AM-2:55 PM
WEDNESDAY
MAIN CHAPEL
Dr. Mark Lamport
SESSIONS
11:20 AM-1:10 PM
Q&A with Dr. Lamport
(TBA)
CAMPUS SERVICE
YouthQuest
THURSDAY
SESSIONS
9:25 AM-2:55 PM
YOUTH CELEBRATION
7:30 PM, DH 160
FRIDAY
MINISTRY CHAPEL
Randy Smith
SESSIONS
11:20 AM-1:10 PM

Dr. Lamport is an Associate Professor of
Youth Ministries at Gordon College in
Massachusetts, where he has served
since 1985. He has received the Faculty
Excellence in Teaching Award at that
school and serves on various denominational and parachurch boards. He will be
addressing the topics "The Demise of
American Christianity," and "The State of
the Profession of Youth Ministry."

- JAY STRACK
SBC EVANGELIST

" J.

SCHEDULE

SPEAKERS

aving conducted over 4,000 public school
assemblies, I can assure you that the youth of this
nation are being devoured by the roaring lion. Over
and over I am shocked and saddened by what I see
and hear happening to our nation's young people.
There is no task more imperative, more vital than
that of reaching America's teens with the truth of
the gospel. I believe the Lord Himself has brought
together the Center For Youth Ministry at Liberty
University for such a time as this."

Is there really such a need to reach the adolescents of the
world? Are they that receptive to the gospel? If so, how
can we communicate God's love to them? Is youth
ministry really a viable career path? This week you will
be challenged to think and pray through these issues
during the 5th Annual Youth Emphasis Week at
Liberty. The Center for Youth Ministry at Liberty
invites you to attend the special sessions and services
featuring leading youth ministry professionals. Through
it all, ask yourself, "Does God want my service in this
mission?"

•' \

(SESSIONS schedule is posted on CYM
Bulletin Board)

v&

Youth Ministry International of Union Mills,
NC, will be presentiong a"Discover Youth
Missions" conference Wednesday - Friday of
this week in the Religion Hall.

CENTER FOR YOUTH MINISTRY • RELIGION HALL 124 • 582-2179
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"...Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty."
II Corinthians 3:17
:
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Defense of Christianity
depends on involvement
Dr. Pal well apologized during the chapel service Wednesday for his
sermons on Supreme Court decisioiis vrtiich he deemed, "repetitious."
An apology was not needed.
Why isit that whenever a pastor speaks out against evil being wrought
in our nation he is labeled as being too l*political?" The underlying
theme of the editorial section of The Champion this year has been involvement. We feel that the politics of exclusion are the politics of
defeat. Christians today cannot afford to be uninvolved in the political
arena. Often, Christians seek refuge in theirplaces of worship, oblivious
to what is going on outside its walls; Granted* our churches are primarily
places of worship^commrt and solace, places where we gather to fellowship with other believers and arefed by the teachings of the Word of God.
But what will happen when your church is not allowed to fly its
Christian flag anymore? Or when students in your school are not
allowed to mention the word Christmas because of its religious connotations?
Closer to home* the Word of Life Bible Institute recently lost all
srit aid in the form of student loans, Pell grants etc. The same
powers that threaten to do the same to our university. Who is to say that
the Americans United for Separation of Church and State's next target
are GSL loans or other tax»payingcitii««s^emitied funds?
The vein of thought permeating too many churches today is described
as "Render to Caesar what is Caesar's, then leave us alone." In this
passage (Matt. 20:19-26), though, it is often overlooked that forces
hostile to Christ's ministry were trying to label Him as being overtly
subversive to the Roman government.
We read in Matthew 20:25-26wRe»der to Caesar what is Caesar's, and
unto God what is God's. And they were unable to catch him in a saying
in the presence of the people; and marveling at His answer, they became ?
silent"
Marvelous answers are needed today to silence the foolish powers that
vainly try to detach our country's Christian heritage from its very
foundation.
But still, Christians ask the question, >*Why get involved?" Indeed, the
situation does seem hopeless at times. Perhaps America did reach its
apex and is slowly sliding toward oblivionail depravation. Maybe all
this energy is being expended uselessly; After all, when we read the
book of Revelation, the end of the age is clearly shown. Are we in the
"time of Noah" as t ^
that struggle to control our nation?
The reasons are many, but probably the best one is found in Matthew
2$:19-20. "Go therefore and makedisciples of allthe nations, baptizing
them in the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, teaching
them to observe all that I «>mmajndedyou,andlo, lam with you always,
even to the end of the age." What does the Great Commission have to
do with Supreme Court decisions? The Supreme Court's recent decisions havedone n<«hmgbutmhibit our ability to spread the gospel and
engage in our freedom to worship freely.
Today, a Christian flag is prohibited from flying—what will happen
tomorrow?

Read my lips...
one hears of homosexuality in society today, he hearsthat it is
1 orientation of more than 10 percent of t h e ^ S . population:
Ilgureis largely taken from areport from William Kinsley in 1948.
Kinsley's report was severely flawed by the fact that he took many of his
findings from a survey of prison inmates and male prostitutes. Hardly
a cross-section of typical male Americana.
On a more realistic note, the summer 1992 Christian Research Journal
said, "One recent study of men c^dueted between!
David Forman, the senior staff scientist at the Radcliffe Infirmary
(Oxford* England), found that only 1.7 percent of the sample study ever
engaged in homosexual activity. An even more recent study, conducted
at the University of Chicago in 1989 andreportedat the 1990 meeting
of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, resulted
ma figure less than one percent exclusively homosexual."
These figures show that the homosexual movement controls a lobby
in Washington and influence that is grossly disproportionate to their
numbers,
— —
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Champion Policies
The Champion encourages members of the
community to submit letters to the editor on any
subject.
Letters should not exceed 400 words. The
Champion requests that all letters be typed and
signed. Letters appearing in the Forum do not bear
the imprimatur of The Champion's editorial
board or Liberty University.
Also, all articles, except the editorial, bear the
endorsement of the author, solely.
All material submitted becomes the property of
The Champion. The Champion reserves the right
to accept, reject or edit any letter received, according to The Champion stylebook.
The deadline is 6 p.m. Wednesday.
Please address all letters to "Editor, The Champion" and drop them off in DH 109 or mail to The
Champion, Liberty University, Lynchburg, VA
24506-8001.
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Professionalism, lack of principle
obscure true leadership

The time of year is approaching when many
organizations, including The Champion and
SGA, choose their future leadership. During
the process of choosing leaders, many peripheral issues cloud the issue of picking true
leaders.
Much of the difficulty concerning leadership arises from the perception that mere professionalism or position is synonymous with
leadership. Rather, leadership results more
from individual character and skill than any
other factor. This is not to degrade professionalism but a recognition that it is not synonymous with leadership.
ONE CAN FILL EVERY POSITION of
leadership on this campus yet fail to possess
the qualities of a leader to truly lead. This
results because many students who choose
leaders fail to recognize true leadership, and
those seeking position lack leadership qualities.
Position can be appealing to those who
merely want power or a title. In large measure,
the difference between an opportunist and a
leader involves his/her motivation for seeking an office.
The difference in motivation and behavior
can be demonstrated by the difference between Ronald Reagan and George Bush.
Ronald Reagan ran on die principles in which
he believed; George Bush found principles on
which he could run. History tells us which one
was a greater leader because one ran for
something greater than himself and die office,
while die other ran for the office.
BEYOND THE BASIC motivation for
seeking a leadership position, one should
consider the characteristics that identify true
leadership.
•Does the person demonstrate a competence greater than his peers?
•Does the person place those under him at a
higher priority than himself?
•Does the person demonstrate an ability to
see beyond the present?
•Does the person seek a depth beyond that
of the outer trappings of an office?
Is there more to leadership than professionalism? Does being an expert in cne':: • /ork

Ben
LaFrombois
Editor

The Fountainhead
necessarily mean that person is a leader.
Considering this within the context of the
SGA elections, it is of the utmost importance
that the two are differentiated.
Recently, in the senate debate over lowering the spending limit, senators stated that a
lower limit would not permit professional
campaigns. What the senators need to realize
is that leadership is needed, rather than a
"professional" campaign (This author would
like them to define "professional" campaign
— what does the term mean? When responding consider that professionalism has more to
do with the substance than style, leaving
room for diversity in form.)
THIS AUTHOR SUGGESTS that a
campaign concentrating on the amount of
paper it can hang in DeMoss only obscures
the real issue of leadership.
In other words, the amount of/money spent
does not correlate into leadership. However,
money is often used by those who lack leadership and utilize other "means" to get elected.
For example, two candidates have announced candidacy for SGA president, Bryan
LaBerge and Matt Semradek. Semradek or
his campaign manager plans on running a
campaign that operates similar to previous
campaigns that operated under the assumption, "the more paper the better."
This assumption appears to place greater
emphasis on marketing than on platform, and
marketing distracts voters from the substance
of an election to its form. Also, the conceptof
leadership becomes lost in the hype.
(This author understands that the same
people who ran similar campaigns in previous elections, one in which this author took an
active role, are also running Semradek's, so I
assume their tactics will be the same.)
When these type of campaigns dominate
the scene uic leaders often become over-

whelmed in the paper while a product of
marketing becomes the "leader."
THIS YEAR, BRYAN LaBERGE is running for SGA president as well, but on a
different format. He has pledged to keep a
$250 spending cap and use word-of-mouth
techniques in his campaign. LaBerge's tactics
are new compared to the last few years. (In the
last contested race for president both candidates spent over $400.)
He doesn't want tofighta "paper war" but
one of principles — at least in the form his
campaign assumes. This is an indication of
true leadership because he does not obscure
his purpose for running in a slick marketing
package. From my perspective, LaBerge is
more interested in leadership than the mere
gloss of "professionalism," as indicated by the
type of campaign he will conduct. Also, a
leader is more interested in the basics of a job
and providing the necessary leadership rather
than becoming involved in peripheral issues'.
A leader will step away from the pack with
original and novel ideas. A leader disdains a
beaten path and establishes a new one.
WHEN CHOOSING AN SGA president,
or any leader for that matter, one needs to
consider not the hype, color or number of the
posters, the person's "look," friends or connections but the character of the individual.
Consider his motive for seeking office.
Consider how he came to a position to run for
the office. Was he handed his position or did
he become involved as a matter of principle?
Does he demonstrate broader skills other than
politicking? Does he practice what he
preaches?
This is not an endorsement of any candidate, because platforms have yet to be published, but an attempt to cause critical thinking
about choosing leaders by citing specific
examples about leadership contests.
STUDENTS MUST FORM THEIR own
opinion while considering the substance of
what an individual professes not the ability to
look "professional."
If one votes on leadership ability and not
hype orpolitics, there isamuch greater chance
that the beci man will v'.n.

Cut 'entrenched' bureaucracy before tax hike!
While in the San Francisco Airport over
break, I picked up a book in one of the many
gift shops. After flipping through the pages, I
decided to buy it—"TheGovernmentRacket:
Washington Waste From A To Z."
Not your typical book for light reading, but
it was very revealing. Author Martin Gross
spent months interviewing scores of agency
officials, dissecting department budgets and
analyzing our federal government's money
management. What he found was shocking.
Our government today, led by Bill Clinton
and his cohorts, tells us continually that
America needs to sacrifice in order to bring
our nation back to greatness, whatever that
maybe.
Through billions of dollars in tax increases
and budget "cuts," we will be able to jump
start our economy and head out of the economic abyss that we have dwelt in the last 12
years.
Some Americans believe Mr. Clinton.
They feel a warmtinglingfeeling in their
stomach when thinking about contributing to
the betterment of die nation.
Some say Clinton has guts to face our
problems and tackle them up front. Unfortunately, it's not that easy.
The real problem is not the fact that the rich
don't pay their fair share nor is it the "health
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In the Right Corner
care crisis."
The problem is our government, its huge
entrenched bureaucracy.
Don't believe the lies you are being fed.
Don't believe Bill Clinton and his New
Democratic Party. American citizens are not
at fault, and they shouldn't "sacrifice" to feed
the huge government monster which consumes and wastes more and more every year.
In his book, Gross takes you through each
department and agency in the federal government.
The book describes how your tax dollars
are stolen and wasted by the federal government.
For example, take the government's airline. Oh, you didn't know there was one?
Neither do most Americans and the Feds like
to keep it that way.
The name of the airline is disguised as the
89th Airlift Wing. It is the most expensive,
inefficient and wasteful airline in the nation,
according to Gross.

The airline transports government officials—from cabinet members to"lowly white
house staffers"— all of the United States and
the world.
How much do theses officials pay? Well,
the flights are free of charge.
These planes are not old World War II
cargo planes. They are state of the art airplanes—Boeing 707s, DC-9s and Gulfstream
Ills—with all the comforts of home.
The cost of running this "airline" amounts
to over a half billion dollars a year. That
means each traveling bureaucrat costs taxpayers $25,000 every time he flies.
However, that is only thetipof the iceberg
when it comes to federal spending.
"Add $29 million dollars for private chauffeurs, $2 billion spent each year on furniture
and decoration for offices (whether or not
they need it), $35 billion for pensions for
civilian government employees and the current $1.5 trillion dollar unfunded pension
liability, and you have a serious problem.
B ut these government employees, of which
most do little if anything at all to improve the
lives of average Americans, will most likely
never give up these perks.
Unfortunately, we are the ones who have
to pick up the tab for their comfort.
What ever happened to sacrifice?
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Clinton deserves Oscar for selling tax plan
Taxpayers
mislead
by plan
By NELSON MUMMA
Champion Reporter

Some call it political double-talk.
Some call it "psycho-babble." I call it
plain lying.
Ever since President Bill Clinton
announced his "new economic program" during the presidential campaign, he's been emphasizing the fact
that he will not raise taxes on the
middle class.
In fact, at times he even promised
to lower the tax burden on the middle
class, those who "work hard, play by
the rules..." ( you should know the
rest).
He went so far as to chide former
President George Bush for his "read
my lips" promise as he promised never
to make such a pledge.
However, in the last presidential
debate, he did just that when he assured the American people that he
would not tax the middle class to pay
for his administration's programs.
Now, because of a higher projectionof the national debt,Clintonclaims
he cannot go through with his tax cuts
but may need to have a higher "contribution" from everyone.
In his first nationally televised townhall meeting in Southfield, Mich.,
Clinton told middle-class Americans,
"I wish I could promise you I won't
ask you to pay any more."
However, he has already promised
us we wouldn't have to pay more.
Clinton is hoping that the American people will believe that the Republicans misinformed him of the true
national debt and that he is now free to

break his promise of lowering taxes.
Some would say that Clinton is just
acting according to the information
given him, but I say that Clinton is
using the higher debt to breapromise
he had no intention of keeping. It
seems obvious that with a debt hovering in the billions of dollars; no tax
cut would be feasible.
Clinton promised something that,
at the time, won him needed support
but now is impossible to uphold. All
he needed was an excuse; and if it
wasn't the "larger than expected"
national debt, it would have been
something else.
All of which brings us to another
aspect of Clinton's "new" economic
plan—it's not really a new plan at all.
No, it's the same type of tax-andspend program that Democrats before Clinton had proposed.
Tax the people, spend more on
government programs, cut defense
and put more restrictions on health
centers and doctors.
Clinton will begin his tax increases,
not by taxing incomes, but by imposing an energy tax on either sales of
all types of heat or on the amount
of heat used. Since everyone uses
some kind of heat at one time or
another, this is a tax that will hit
everyone.
Once this tax has raised its
revenues and the government finds
itself still wanting (as invariably it
will), watch your wallet because Clinton will probably then go for a straight
raise in income tax (although he may
not call it a tax, simply a "contribution").
Not only is this a breach of his
promise, but it is also damaging to the
economy.
The way to cure the economy is for
the American people; and especially
the middle class, to spendand support

businesses and to put their money
back into the economy.
If they are strapped with taxes and
unable to buy, save or develop confidence in the economy, consumers
will not be able to support businesses;
businesses will not succeed financially, and they will have to lay off
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employees
As a result, we will never revive
our economy.
This leads us back full circle to
Clinton's promise.
One of the reasons Clinton won 43
percent of the vote is that he promised
a lighter tax burden, something al-
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economic package.
It sure makes Bush's emphasis on
character seem important now. And
Clinton the actor certainly deserves
an Oscar for his role as supporting
actor during his campaign, one that
was won mainly by vain, useless
promises made to the middle class.

Ranking attorneys fill
Clinton cabinet
By BRIAN PRATT
Champion Reporter
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most every American appreciates. He
also stressed that he would offer a
new economic plan.
However, after about two months
in office, the president already is backing down on his tax promise; and
from preliminary comments, he is
going to offer the same Democratic

President Clinton has been swom in only a
little more than two months, and there are already signs of trouble everywhere. A steady
string of broken promises leaves us wondering what happened to the "new breed" of
Democratic presidents.
An even more pressing problem can be seen
in Clinton's choice of a cabinet.
The American people have already seen a
trail of scandal and problems that make us
wonder how much better we will really be in
four years.
Privately, Clinton's own advisers cringed
at the bad choices he has made for his cabinet.
"The wedding ceremony is still goining," said
a top adviser to a Time magazine reporter,"
and the honeymoon is already over."
Clinton has received high marks for naming nearly as many blacks and women as
WASP men to his cabinet. Unfortunately
though, several of the "new Democrats" who
helped generate the best ideas for the campaign were overlooked for cabinet choices.
People like David Osborne and Robert S hapiro
have been left out in the cold by President
Clinton.
Another complaint about Clinton's cabinet
choices is the lack of true diversity which he
so solemnly promised. Education Secretary
Bill Bennett was quoted in Time as saying,
"We know that a 'place called hope,' as Clin-

ton called his oval office, seems to be a room
full of lawyers." For all of the ethnic and
gender diversity of Clinton's cabinet, 14 of its
18 members are attorneys. Anyone who
needs specifics to be convinced that our country is in deep trouble under our new
administration's cabinet, you need look no
further than Zoe Baird and Ron Brown.
Zoe Baird, according to U.S. News and
World Report, was chosen in fewer than two
days by Clinton. Although this was a valiant
attempt to catch up on his behind-schedule
cabinet appointments, it also proved the statement "haste makes waste."
Baird had to withdraw her nomination after
she was found to be guilty of hiring illegal
aliens as drivers and failing to pay Social
Security taxes for her other workers. Good
job, Mr. Clinton!
Another obvious problem choice is that of
Ron Brown. Ron Brown, Clinton's choice to
be commerce secretary, was forced to cancel
several glitzy inaugural parties in his honor
paid for by large corporations.
Clinton has also been dodging requests that
Brown disclosed his lobbying client list to
reveal suspected conflicting interests.The
problems surrounding Baird and Brown have
distracted Clinton and tarnished the pristine
ethical standards he was trying to project. Let
all of America hope that Mr. Clinton's faulty
cabinet choices do not make the United States
pay any more than it already has.

LU Forum
Senior gives thanks for memories, warns freshmen
Editor:
I am writing this letter eight days
before spring break and roughly 72
days before graduation.
As a senior, I have many memories form Liberty I will cherish forever. The Lord has allowed me to
have some incredible people impact
my life. A few professors such as
Mr. Marston, Dr. Nancy Anderson
and Mrs. Nutter have earned my respect. One professor, Mr. Randlett,
has touched my life in ways that
even I do not full understand. He has
been more of a friend than a professor. "Thank you" could never say it
all.
These are not the only administration officials that have helped to
mold me. Dean Emerick and Dean
Hine have been examples of godly
men.
They have nailed me when they
caught me, but they have loved me
even then.

It is probably a good thing they
rarely caught me.
In the area of friends, Mrs. Stephanie Sweat, Terra, Lamour, Dave
Bower and many more than I can
mention have been blessings from the
Lord. Like anyone else, my special
friends Dave Thew and Andrew Willis
are treasured memories.
One of my purposes in expressing
all of this is to say, "thank you." I To
put it simply, thank you Liberty for
being Liberty.
My other purpose for this letter is
to voice some concerns, having spent
four and one half years at Liberty and
over $50,000.
One thing I have learned is that
every spring break students party hard
and are asked to leave Liberty when
they return.
The risks that some of you take
over spring break put at risk more
than just your status at Liberty.
A lot of you underclassmen are

dealing with loneliness. Let me encourage you. We (seniors) made it
through; so will you. Many of you
are one of those who sit alone night
after night and feel the weight of
loneliness on your heart.
I do not know of anything I can say
that would help, but for me Jeremiah
29:11 and James 1:2-4 have been
helpful.
If at Liberty you learn all about
God; and if at Liberty you learn to
know every doctrine of Christianity,
you still might fail.
What is the difference between that
type of Christian and the pharisee?
The world is full of Christians who
KNOW ABOUT God. I challenge
all of you to be the type of Christian
that KNOWS God.
There is a difference. Do not
misunderstand me. School has importance, but God has priority.
Dave May

Lacrosse team
apologizes for
short game
Editor:
I would like to express a formal
apology from the Liberty Lacrosse
Club to the students who came out on
Sunday to watch ourfirsthome game
of the year.
The lacrosse team is grateful for
those who came out to support us. We
regret that you were sent home prematurely, due to a conflict of interests.
Another apology should be extended to the lacrosse team from
UMBC, who traveled four hours on
Sunday to play us, and went home
after seven minutes of play.
The Liberty Lacrosse Club is an officially recognized organization of
student athletes who enjoy competing in a lesser known sport in this
region.
We are not a group of hoodlums
who go out on thefieldto physically

mutilate other teams. We are a
member of a league with schools such
as UVa and JMU.
Last Sunday, the lacrosse team
scheduled UMBC for its first home
game of the season.
In the middle of thefirstquarter, the
game was suddenly stopped as the
referees were informed that nothing
but intramural sports were to be played
on the field.
Liberty University was humiliated
as a whole in front of a visiting secular
school looking to show up "Jerry's
Kids."
They were another group of people
looking for another good reason to
look down on Christians as fanatical
minority.
Over the past few weekends, we
have gone to Ferrum College, Duke,
and JMU and defeated them.
Before and after the game, we meet
in the middle of the field to pray with
the opposing team. They have come
to respect us for this, for they know
we are sincere about our beliefs, yet

we can survive in their world.
They even ask us if they can come
to Liberty Mountain to play so they
can see our school.
We have been trying to eliminate
the negative attitude many people hold
toward our school through our athletic testimony, yet we are being held
back by the very institution we are
trying to support.
I pray that no part of our school,
however large or small, is ever put
through the embarrassment the newly
named "renegade" team was put
through on Sunday.
We would also like to thank Mr.
Glenn Hawkins, our faculty adviser,
for all the effort he has made toward
giving us a successful season.
Christopher King
Editor's Note: Bruce Traeger, associate vice president of student
development, met with both parties to discuss the issues which
caused the confusion surrounding
the game.
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LU grad Kimberly Whitehead
announces the news on WYYD
By CHARLES E.MALLORY
Champion Reporter

If one were to look at any recent survey of
radio stations throughout the United States, a
particular format that stands out is country
music. That also holds true in the Lynchburg/
Roanoke area.
WYYD-FM, located on Timberlake Road
in Lynchburg, is a 100,000-watt-powered
radio station that reaches nearly 40 counties
in Virginia and parts of West Virginia. WYYD
has become Virginia's most wisely heard
radio station and ranks ninth among 2,500
country stations in America. Locally, WYYD
is ranked number one.
The success of WYYD involves more than
just music and the announcers who play the
music. It also involves the one responsible
for keeping the listeners up-to-date on everything that happens in and around the local
area and throughout the world.
That person is 1987 Liberty University
graduate Kimberly Easton Whitehead.
Whitehead handles the entire news room as
well as the responsibilities that go with the
job, including on-the-air reporting.
"I started out as a telecommunications major
and then switched to journalism/public relations. I ended up going back to my firstlove—telecommunications," Whitehead explained. "I received my degree in television/
radio performance."

success to the experience she gained working
at WRVL-radio on the Liberty campus.
"I gained so much experience at WRVLradio," she said. "I learned how to run equipment, how to set up for a press conference and
how to interview. So, when I walked into
WYYD for a job interview, I knew what to
do, and I was ready for it."
One area of importance in her current job is
finding credible sources who can be depended
upon to inform listeners of breaking news
— Kimberly Whitehead
stories.
Whitehead said one of the greatest high"I've been here (WYYD) for four years
lights that helped her determine her future was now, and it does take quite a while to build
your contacts," Whitehead said. "Right now
her internship.
"I was able to do an internship at Cable I have at least two people that are reliable
News Network (CNN) in Washington D.C., sources who I know will call, me faithfully
and that was what solidified in my mind that when something newsworthy happens. Of
I loved news, and it was what I wanted to do," course, I will follow up on the story, which in
turn makes my job a little bit easier."
she said.
One may decide to get into the radio/televiThough she never made it in front of the
camera, Whitehead made quite a show behind sion field for different reasons.
'The CNN internship really gave me the
it with her work in research.
"One of the areas I worked was research. experience of knowing how rough this busiThis included background and current infor- ness can be. Yes, it may have been hard, but
mation for CNN programs such as 'Cross- I learned so much that it was all worth the
Fire' and 'Larry King Live,'" Whitehead said. effort," Whitehead said. "It really helped
"There were times that I did news stories that make up my mind that I wanted to be in this
passed the editors and were used by the an- business. It is true when they say 'you either
photo by KrUten Wright
chors. It was a great feeling to hear a story that hate it or you love it,' which is so true. You
can't
be
in
the
news
business
without
having
Liberty
graduate
Kimberly
Whitehead
has
become
a
familiar
voice in the
I did going over a national network."
a
love
for
it."
Lynchburg area as the news director and anchor on 108-WYYD.
Whitehead also contributes much of her

"I was able to do an
internship at Cable News
Network(CNN).That
was what solidified in
my mind that I loved
news and it was what
I wanted to do."

Old Courthouse Museum
reveals Lynchburg history

photo by Tim Albertaon

The Old Court House, a Virginia historic
landmark, is listed on the National Register

of Historic Places. It was restored by the City
of Lynchburg in 1976.

The Lynchburg Museum at the Old
Courthouse, located at 901 Court St.,
invites everyone to experience the
city's wealth of history illuminated in
exhibits spanning more than 200years
of growth.
From the prehistoric Monocan
tribes and the early Quaker settlers,
Lynchburg' s heritage is recorded with
artifacts and displays, remembering
King Tobacco, the tragedy of war,
New South industrialization and the
coming of high technology to the Hill
City.
Chartered in 1786 by John Lynch,
Lynchburg quickly became a center
for the trade of tobacco, iron and
agricultural commodities.
By 1840, the canal connecting the

Hill City with Richmond was
completed, and the resulting trade
made Lynchburg one of the nation's
wealthiest communities.
The Civil War found the city at
the center of Confererate supply
lines targeting it for an unsuccessful
Federal attack in 1864.
When tobacco declined at the
turn of the century, new industry
was producing iron, clothing and
shoes. Two world wars and the
depression cooled the fires of development only to be renewed as nuclear and electronic industry replaced

many of Lynchburg's Victorian
manufacturers.
Lynchburg's story is preservedand
interpreted for everyone to see and
enjoy. The museum is housed in
Lynchburg's Old Court House, built
in 1855.
Designed by William S. Ellison, it
is one of Virginia's outstanding Greek
Revival civic buildings and was restored to its orignal appearance in
1976 as Lynchburg's contribution to
the nation's Bicentennial.
The museum is open daily 1 p.m.
to 4 p.m.

Vitos
IPKZZA

LC gets new president this summer
By BECKY GRIGGS
Champion Reporter

Dr. Charles O. Warren Jr. will
become the ninth president of
Lynchburg College on July 1,1993.
Warren, currently the president of
the State University of New York
College at Pittsburgh, was selected
from more than 140 candidates by an
11-member Presidential Search
Committee.
The committee was composed of
trustees, alumni, faculty, representatives of the Christian Church, with
which the college is historically affiliated, and the student government
association president
Warren succeeds Dr. George N.
Rainsford, who has been president of
the college since 1983. Rainsford
announced his intention to retire last
April.
"I am delighted with the selection
of Dr. Warren as Lynchburg College's
ninth president," Rainsford stated. "I
know that the college will continue to
grow and flourish under his leadership as it moves into the next century
and the 100th anniversary of our

founding."
The announcement was made on
Feb. 20, by Frank H. Buhler, chairman of the Presidential Search Committee and Lynchburg College Board
of Trustees.
"Lynchburg College has been
blessed by its strong presidential leadership over many years and particularly and most recently by Dr. George
N. Rainsford, our retiring president,"
Buhler said.
"It is with great joy and celebration
that we welcome Dr. Charles O.
Warren Jr. to the presidency. I believe he is imminently qualified for
this position, brings great liberal arts
traditions and focus to the job and has
the best wishes of our entire college
community and will lead us well into
the next century," Buhler continued.
A native of Bluefield, W.Va.,
Warren received his bachelor's and
master's degrees from Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University and his Ph.D. from the
University of Florida.
Warren, who has served as the
eighth president of SUNY at Platts-

burgh, a 6,200-student institution,
since 1987, brings with him many
years of experience in top-level college administration in both the private and public sectors.
During Warren's tenure as president, SUNY Pittsburgh's School of
Business and Economics and its
Technical Assistance Center joined
forces to create an Institute for International Business Education, Research and Training.
He has also been a strong supporter
of the development program of the
Plattsburgh College Foundation and
other programs that foster strong com munity relations and economic
growth.
From 1982 to 1987, Warren was
provost and vice-president for academic affairs at the SUNY College at
Cortland. In the three preceding years,
he served as dean of arts and sciences
at the Plattsburgh campus.
Warren serves on numerous committees at SUNY, including the
Chancellor's Budget Advisory Committee, the Chancellor's Task Force
on Education and the University
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CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
'89 MERCEDES
$200
'86 VW
$50
'87 MERCEDES
$100
'65 MUSTANG
$50
Choose from thousands starting
at $50. FREE Information-24
Hour Hotline. 801-379-2929
Copyright #VA023710

WANTED Quality vintage fountain pens. Parker, Sheaffer, Eversharp, Waterman, etc. $$$ paid!
528-2852, lv. message.
MASSAGE: for health and
relaxation at your location by appt.
Professional massage therapist. $40
per 1 1/2 hr. 528-2800, lv.
message.
_^___
GUITARS! Low, low, prices!
Many models to choose from:
acoustic .electric .acoustic basses,
effects. DON'T PAY RETAIL!!
write: Brother's Guitars, Rt. 3,
Box 469-A, Rustburg,,
VA 24588

New Wolff Tanning Bed - Latest Technology

One Month Unlimited Tanning
ia
#<+
ONLY $39.00
-v'*„
0
» V » J c ^ Limited to the first 25 who call. *%«£%.
v
c<y
e

Dr. Charles Warren
LC's incoming president
Advisory Committee on Negotiations
with United University Professions.
He is also a member of the New York
Education Commissioner's Advisory
Committee on Higher Education.
He has written more than a dozen
books, and is also the author, project
director or principal investigator of
many grants.
\
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CALL NOW... 528-4187

Seminole Shopping Center • Madison Hgts., Va.

I

j {Yvette's
Bridal
Boutique
• Qoums AndTwydas forM.Occasions

FOR SALE: Wedding d r e s s Designer Mon-Aime. Sweetheart
neck, beaded. Paid $600-asking
$375. Size 8. (804)384-5221.

• SiikJBtadtdQoums for
Tagtnts & miackSTu Affairs

FOR SALE: Portable Stereo with
Auto Reverse Tape $80, Cordless
phone $45, Answering Machine
w/2 year service plan $60, Auto
Focus camera $20. All prices
Negotiable. For more information
Call 582-3340,

• "Evening Qoums

EARN: $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home.
Send long SASE to: Country
Living Shoppers, Dept. M3, P.O.
Box 1779, Denham Springs, LA
70727-1779
_

i

Candlers Station
Lynchburg, VA 24506
84£=(Q)81L§

ELECTRIC SUN TANNING SALON

Classified Advertising Really Works!
To place a classified ad or to request a rate card, Contact Mrs. Pat Mazanec, ad manager, at 582-2128 or
write to: The Champion, Advertising Dept., Box 20000 Lynchburg, VA 24506.
$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home.
Easy! No selling. You're paid
direct. Fully Guaranteed.
FREE Information-24 Hour
Hodine. 801-379-2900
Copyright #VA023750

10% inhouse discount W/
Liberty Student ID

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL

<?

$

Free Delivery

• Twtfyntat

• Trom Qoums
/liring in this ad &receivea\
^
10% discount
J

fredL. (Bomar
Fine Photography

384-0804 • Monday-Saturday 10-6 • Tuesday & 'ltiursday til 8

528-1512
^.

2 Free Airline Tickets
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^ \
with the purchase of my
any
ngCJownJ
" Bridal Original" Wedding
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Mountain biking offers leisure, exercise
By JEFF HARLOW

The mountain-biking craze has
Champion Reporter
hit many college campuses, and
Mountain biking has grown in Liberty is no exception. Main
popularity in the last decade. From said that business is affected by
a group of adventurers riding old college students.
Schwinn Cruisers in California to
"Twenty to 25 bikes are sold to
the present day bikes costing sev- Liberty students at the beginning
eral thousand • • ^ ^ • ^ ^M^M
^ B a H B B H i of every fall sedollars, it is a
i ajcnra
mester, and ansport that is here
"f,SUr€[
other 20 to 25 are
to stay.
—"~- — """ sold throughout
Doug Main, manager of Bikes the year," he said.
Unlimited on Lakeside Drive, said,
According to Main, a basic start"In 1985, 60 percent of the bikes ing kit for a beginning biker consold were road bikes, and the sists of a bike, helmet and a few
remaining 40 percent were moun- accessories. The kit costs approxitain bike* and hybrids. Today, 60 mately $600.
percent of the bikes sold are mounThose who ride mountain bikes
tain bikes."
for exercise find that the sport is
Main added that one of the rea- less straining on the joints than
sons the sport has grown so much jogging or running. Mountain
over the past few years is that bikers can also train in colder
"mountain biking is great for over- weather than touring/road racers
all cardiovascular fitness as well because of lower speeds and inas a mental break."
creased body heat.
Serious riders of mountain bikes
Road-racing bikers use mounoften find that the sport entails tain biking to increase skills in
riding down steep mountain roads bike handling and avoiding oband trails, exceeding speeds of 30 stacles that they might encounter
miles per hour. Sloshing through on the road.
mud, flying through knee-deep
Mountain biking also provides
puddles and encountering wildlife good off-season training for people
are common traits of mountain involved in other sports such as
biking.
hiking, skiing and track.

Liberty University and the surrounding vicinity have a number
of trails for mountain biking. The
"Bald Spot," where last semester's
Mountain Madness race was held,
is a prime location. It has a number
of trails spilling off from the
summit. The roller-coaster access
road, with its dips and hills, is also
excellent biking terrain.
One can also venture farther west
to the Blue Ridge Parkway, where
trails, fire roads and abandoned
logging roads provide miles of offroad riding. Trails are now being
constructed to accommodate allterrain vehicles and bikes. This
proposed 50-mile trail complex is
slated to open in June or July.
Concerning safety, it is imperative that riders refrain from riding
on private or posted property or
riding in a reckless manner that
could cause injury to someone.
Also, beware of hikers on trails
and pedestrians in the vicinity—
they always have the right of way.
For those who venture to the
Blue Ridge parkway, remember
that it is illegal to ride on the
Appalachian Trail.
For an exciting and exhilarating
break from the rigors of classes,
mountain biking is a great escape.

——'
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photo by Jeff Harlow

Mountain biking has become a great lei- beauty of the Blue Ridge Mountains. Here,
sure-time activity for many people, espe- junior Brent Trimble nearly goes head-first
cially Liberty University students. With into a swamp of muddy water during a
hundreds of trails in the area, students can recent trip down one of the many trails on
get plenty of exercise while enjoying the Candler's Mountain.

Fitness gives energy
By JOANNA TEDDER

basketball as a means of keeping physically fit. He
said that it is difficult to organize group activities,
Regardless of age, race or sex, people have a and there is a lot of time in which individuals are not
need to maintain physical fitness. Through a exercising but merely watching others.
"The best activity is one that you enjoy and will
proper exercise program, people can become stronger
produce the results you want,"
and healthier and, at the same time, mmmmmmmmmmmm mimmmmmimmm
Horton said.
have fun and feel good about themHealth Beat
He recommends exercising a miniselves.
— —
Many people do not exercise be- ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ ^ ^ ~ " ^^ "—"""""• mum of three times per week, 20-30
cause it takes too much time, or they are too tired. A minutes per day. Horton also suggests setting a
student may say, "I'm young so I must be healthy. schedule to make sure that there is time allotted for
But why don't I have any energy?" The reason is exercise.
simple.
"Make it a real priority," Horton stated. He pro"You have to expend energy to gain energy," Dr. motes exercising with a friend. "You're more apt to
David Horton, chairman of the department of physi- exercise with someone else because there is a certain
cal education, said.
amount of accountability," he said.
According to Horton, aerobics is the best type of
There are several reasons for including exercise
exercise because the body moves continuously and in life. First, people should maintain good health
burns up large amounts of calories in a small amount because their body is the temple of God, and they are
of time.
commandined to do so. Keeping the body fit helps
In addition to aerobic dance, aerobics includes in keeping the mind and soul fit.
such activities as running, walking, cycling, swimSecond, exercise helps to relieve tension. After a
ming, skating and hiking.
long, tiring day of classes and work, it is good to
"I think the best activity for the majority of all exercise and eat a healthy dinner.
people is running," Horton said. He explained that
Third, proper exercise helps to lengthen the life
running
allows
the
body
to
be
in
constant
motion,
span
and delay the aging process. Almost everyone
photo by Tim Herrmann
whereas in baseball, tennis and other sports, the wants to live longer and look younger. Each
through Friday from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. body is standing still a good portion of the time.
individual must take responsible for caring for
at David's Place. Tickets must be purchased
"There is a great value earned from running with his body.
Exercise and proper eating will provide energy to
for the class and are available for $1 per very little time involved," he said.
Horton discourages activities such as baseball and get through the strenuous days of college life.
session.
Assistant Copy Editor

Aerobics is an excellent way for students
to get into shape, build energy and have
fun. An aerobics class, sponsored by the
office of student life, is held Monday

Good employer-employee communication is crucial
"So you're saying that you didn't
get that report done for the biggest
meeting of the year?"
"Well, you didn't say you needed
it today."
"Oh, this is just great. Now we'll
have to use the rough copies, and
they're a disaster. I want you in
my office right after the meeting!"
This scenario is designed to show
you what might happen if good
communication is not practiced in
an organization.
The results of hindered communication are disastrous. Deadlines
aren't met. Assignments aren't
completed. Misunderstandings
generate into huge explosions. And
the final result is a sub-standard
quality of production. Of course,
none of these things are beneficial
to leaders or employees of an organization.
Whether the organization is a
business, class group, athletic team
or a club, these results can be
expected.
Good communication, however.

Jennifer S.
Blandford
Staff Columnist

Focal Point
is not based only on properly delegating assignments. Instead, it is
based on interpersonal action.
It is hearing the concerns and
suggestions of your fellow workers. It is setting goals which are
clearly understood by everyone in
the organization. It is openly recognizing and rewarding those who
have performed with superiority.
It is treating everyone as human
beings.
Let's use Wal-Mart as an example.
If Sam Walton hadn't instituted
a good communications program
for employees when he opened his
first stores, would Wal-Mart now
be the fastest growing chain of
retail stores in the country with

over 1,300 employees? Would the
shopping atmosphere be quite so
pleasant? Probably not.
The Harvard Business Review
states one major reason for bad
communication—the tendency to
evaluate.
By this, the author means that
"we have a natural urge to judge,
evaluate and approve (or disapprove) of another person's statement."
When someone makes a statement, our first reaction is to evaluate it based on our point of view.
When our roommate says, "It's a
nice day outside," we'll either
agree or disagree, based on our
current mind set.
If we've just failed a test or lost
our car keys, we'll probably respond with something negative
like, "Enjoy it while it lasts. It's
supposed to rain."
But, if we've had a good day—
maybe we've just found a $100
bill or been asked out by our dreamdate, we'll probably respond with

something like, "It's a perfect day
to run up to the mountains for a
picnic, isn't it?"
In an organization, if the boss
breezes past his assistant and says,
"I need a report on the project,"
the assistant will evaluate that
statement by thinking, "Did he want
me to do the report or someone
else? And what report is he talking
about?"
The Harvard Business Review
continues to explain that the gateway to good communication is
listening with understanding.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Being attentive to what we hear
and opening our minds to understand what we hear will help us get
past the tendency to evaluate. In
the case of an employer, giving
proper directions will eliminate the
employees' tendency to evaluate.
In the boss-assistant case, the
boss should have said, "Can you
please put together a report on
the project (whatever it may be)?"
The assistant should have stated
whether or not he understood the
assignment so that he would have
had no doubt about what he was

responsible for doing.
Good communication is an area
that every organization needs to
work on, but it is often the last on
the list.
As future executives, writers,
coaches, teachers, doctors, lawyers
or whatever, we all need to understand the importance of good
communication in the work place
and start practicing it now.
The way we currently communicate with our roommate, friends,
teachers and family is how we will
communicate on the job.

FREE D R PEPPER!

PURCHASE ONE CHICK-FIL-A VALUE MEAL™ AND GET
A FREE 20-OZ. DR PEPPER WITH THIS COUPON. Value
Meal'* includes 1 or 2 Chick-til-A Sandwiches or 8 or 12-pack
Chick-til-A Nuggets™, Waffle Potato Fries™ and coleslaw. Coupon
not good with any other offer. One coupon per person per visit
Expires 3-31-93
Closed Sundays

RIVER RIDGE AUTO BODY
SPECIAL OFFER
The first 75 Vector + perm appointments will
receive one full full size product of their choice:
5 oz. CAT Protein Treatment • 8.5 oz. Soft Design Styling
Glaze • 8.5 oz Glypro-L Shampoo • 8.5 oz. Mira 9
Othere will receive: 2 oz. Quick Dry Shaping Mist • 2 oz.
Body & Bounce Sculpting Spray packette of Redken Hair
Cleansing Cream • packette of Redken Essture Shampoo

REDKEN

CHANGING IMAGE
HAIR DESIGNS
I linihtiliikiUd. • 237-2557
With AdOnlv • Not valid »i

9

DOMESTIC & FOREGIN
PROFESSIONALLY TRAINED TECHNICIANS
NEW TECHNOLOGY FRAME MACHINES
EUROPEAN DOWN-DRAFT PAINT BOOTHS
SPECIALIZING IN Mercedes-Benz
COMPUTERIZED INSURANCE ESTIMATING

237-3111
3725 WARDS RD., BELOW RIVER RIDGE MALL ON 29 SOUTH FAX (804) 237-1337
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Kennedy Woos LBC Students
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gap between Swicegood and
• The two-part Kennedy/Kemp debate
LaFrombois
are the follow• Sid Bream's entrance into major league
ing
mighty
warriors:
baseball
Janice Bellairt, 84-85;
• Thefirstvolleyball marathon
Tony
Virostko, 85-86;
• The mononucleosis outbreak
Denise
Floyd, 86-87;
• David Horton's win of the first annual
Robin
Brooks,
87-88;
Masochist Trail 50-mile Run in 7:29:28
Bruce
Staunton,
88-89;
• The band trip to the Macy's Thanksgiving
Laura
Gregg,
89-90;
Parade
• ESPN's honoring of Mark DeMoss for his Kevin Bloye, 90-91;
skill in place kicking for the Liberty football Jeff Cota, 91-92.
Perhaps it's just a list of
team
By ANN WHARTON
4,t?4rttl4U4*'
»*
names
now, but the effort
• Jerry Falwell's suit against Hustler magaAdviser
they put into the growth and
The more things change, the more they stay zine for defamation of character
n** tH4 *** '*«*!
• The trek of the entire student body, faculty developmentof The Liberty
the same.
Champion
cannot
be
measThat trite but true statement surely
and staff to Washington, D.C., for FundamenStudents Differ with Kennedy
ured in words.
characterizes The Liberty Champion.
talism '84
The people are most important, and that
1 * % ennouKernenf of Francis Schaeffer.JjLi,.
change is constant. Every year brings a new
as commencement speake
..„„.. Paper serves
Champion staff, and every year those same
• The tuition increase
community
people add their own touch to the paper through
• The announcement of the first steps in
The
goal of The Chamthe chemistry they create among themselves. seeking university status for Liberty Baptist
pion
has
alway s been to
This influences the way they see campus life, College
serve
the
university
comthe columns they write and the design elemunity,
and
this
we
have
ments they incorporate.
Advances aid design of paper done with the help and sup- The first issue published in Oct. 1982 featured a story on a visit by Sen. Edward
Each editor, from Lawrence Swicegood in
"Mad Mergie" was a monster that we port of every department and Kennedy The paper was a tabloid size and took two months to produce. The first staff did
1983-84 to Ben LaFrombois this year, has
struggled in vain to conquer in those early organization'on campus. The not have the advantages offered today's, staff.
brought his or her distinctive leadership qualidays. And every student who had to use it current staff of 45-50 stuties, developing the paper in a little different
during thosefirstfiveyears of the journalism dents relies on the input from people all across pages per issue. Even when we went to the puter needs. So it's onward and upward with
way.
major and The Champion has his or her own campus in order to provide the best coverage broadsheet format most issues were at least more dreams to fulfill.
Swicegood needed strong organizational
special nightmares by which to remember it. possible. Because of this support, The Cham- six pages, an equivalent of12 pages of tabloid
We've always been The Champion with
qualities because organizing the Champion
Fortunately, it was basically indestructible. pion has excelled.
news. For a year or so we incorporated wire different flags, representing that different
was chaos in the early days. Oh, we had good
Now we have a nice Mac lab, but we still
Attheadministration level, we have worked service news to expand the paper. Today, we chemistry of the staff. Yes, indeed: the more
equipment: a new Micro-Tech word processaren't
finished with learning. In desktop with Gary Aldridge in the early days and then print an average of 14 pages of strictly campus things change, the more they stay the same.
ing lab and one Mergenthaler typesetter that
publishing, nothing stays the same, and the ef- Dr. Dennis Fields in conjunction with Dr. A. generated news with spot color each week. Editor's note: Prof. Ann Wharton has
all students used for the layout and typografort to stay abreast of new developments is Pierre Guillermin and Dr. Jerry Falwell.
But we have requests to return to world and served as The Champion's adviser for eight
phy course as well as the newspaper.
constant. The latest innovations include innational news, and a wire service is under dis- and one-half years of its 10-year existence.
We sent the paper to the printer "camera
fographics which have fallen under the recussion for next year, perhaps in a joint effort
ready" so that we didn't have to pay composponsibilities of the graphics editor. Our first Paper's success recognized
"«hw
with the telecommunications department.
sition charges at the printers. Today we have
graphics editor in the spring of 1992 initiated The measure of our effort toward excela Macintosh lab, and we still send the paper to
The Champion to the broader worldof graph- lence has been reflected in awards won through
the printer camera ready.
ics. And the software program QUARK XPrcss college paper critiquing services, highlighted Paper takes identity of its own
As the paper developed and broadened its
looms on the horizon as a new obstacle to by the award we received this fall when we
editorial
function, the staff and the school
were
recognized
as
an
All-American
paper
by
Paper started as a tabloid
conquer. That advancement will come with
But things aren't quite the same. That first equipment having the capacity to handle the the American Collegiate Press Association. learned to deal with negative feedback. AlStud
most every opinion will bring about a negaissue was four tabloid pages, half the size of program.
tive response from some person. This remini:
the broadsheet paper we print today. The
Other editors have contributed their blood, Department receives new lab
sponse
is
good,
for
its
permits
the
paper
to
be
issues that year carried stellar stories, includsweat and tears to The Champion. Filling the "Mergie" lasted until 1987, when under the
a sounding board for divergent opinions on
ing:
leadership of chairman Dr. Dennis Lowry, campus.
the department installed the new Mac lab in
As the paper has addressed important and
DeMoss Hall 109 and 110. After the new lab
controversial
topics, some have called for
LUsoektWVU
was installed, the paper changed complexion.
Ou» mmm* m*m*m\mm nte'tot by
Wm
censorship but the administration has resisted.
First, was the move to newsprint rather than
Now, the paper is able to operate with very
offset paper so that we would look like a
few misconstruing the paper's position as that
"real" newspaper.
of Liberty University's administration.
That innovation came under Robin Brooks'
leadership in 1987-88. The staff wasn't quite
New office obtained for staff
brave enough to make the switch from tabloid
A major goal has been achieved this
to broadsheet format. But the next year Bruce
semester:
The Champion—after 10 years of
Staunton took the challenge, and The Chamservice
to
the institution — has been installed
pion became a full-fledged "real" newspaper.
in
its
own
office in DH 113. For nearly 10
Prof. Dick Bohrer was mentor during my
years
we
have
used the department lab in
year-and-a-half sabbatical from the weekly
Honor students initiated
conjunction
(and
sometimes in competition
work that occurs in the journalism departwith) the journalism students as they fulfill
ment.
class requirements. Oh, the tales those walls
could tell! Even so, we are glad that tradition
Paper increases in size
is a thing of the past.
That first year we put out nine papers,
usually four pages each. The second year we
Looking forward
upped it to 18 papers under the leadership of
We are now setting up our own system with
Janice Bellairt. By 1985-86 with Tony Virostko as editor we increased the frequency our own equipment so that we are no lon1 oMtrrf*. m lit if ir» Ml for fall itfiiw
and the number of pages until we published 22 gerusing the equipment of the department and
and 23 issues a year with an average of eight draining the memory with our massive com: ,
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for Spirit Week
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Liberty Champion Open House
DeMoss Hall 113, Thursday, March 11,3 and 5 p.m.
Refreshments
Five years ago the school implemented a drug testing progarm. The paper
also offers different view of past Champions.
t

1

Please visit us.

The above Issue from Oct. 1986 d«
University to Altanta. This paper also
changes The Champion experience
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The Champion's
editorial function
matures slowly

Feature:
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Sports:
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LU debate team
hosts tournament

Paper alllows
for divergent
student opinions

sented with a student newspaper and the necessity to allow some leeway without becoming restrictive.
8y CH««TV WWOOCN
As editor, I attempt to demonstrate selfWJWiW wWfty <HW(SJf IMHMMH W m% mf
restraint in the opinions appearing in the paper,
MM M to< **<*
so that the administration does not need to
rfcuH- tract * * < # *
ft* «M Wfcamt- Utt kmpiKifoi taw •*»*
regulate.
!«•»**.* i» »e*«fefe * wwtpr «*piriwiE» »?
tM «WR » #*** »*i s*tfc * « * t* f #**»te,"
By
BEN
LaFROMBOIS
I believe a press that is permitted to deal
3
«
e
w
£&*$&
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j
*
#
»
tadwfta
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I9fft>
Editor
with
difficult subjects in a reasonable manner
ASM MM iJtefe******** «v»texK* *N»H ''»
%m»4*t i*i#i,«rvt •»%•***# ««*«uij«*
In lOyears, The Champion has progressed is a healthy addition to the campus commuand layout but in its editorial function. Al- nity. Permitting the press a certain amount of
U >•«» rr«0> *MII Mta» * # * « » > * * * * *
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Soul liberty, in secular terms, encourages
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critical
thinking within a framework of perpendence
with
accountability,
rather
than
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Before going to press each week, the paper sence of external restraint respecting decision
is read by te administration. The concern is making about one's life. Soul liberty is akin to
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primarily two-fold: matters dealing with fi- academic freedom which enables the pursuit
nances and matters dealing with doctrinal of man's highest aspirations without fear of
external restraint
correctness.
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Like academic freedom, the practice of soul
The administration has made clear that it
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matters for its accuracy or its pertinence to ment of self-discipline but also mandates forwoman stmmg loaay S
court cases. To my knowledge this is the bearance, or in secular terms, tolerance for
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practice, and all financial news that can be other persuasions, a characteristic essential to
the faithful operation of any institution of
prudently released is.
The positions of the paper in relation to the higher learning.
As one can realize, a press that is permitted
school's doctrinal position are carefully studied, but there is not a ban on pieces contrary to the liberty to express reasonable opinions, no
school policy as long as they are run in a point/ matter how controversial, fosters a healthier
counter point format. Blatant heretical posi- environment than one which ignors controversial issues.
tions are not permitted.
As editor, I would like to thank administraOther than these guidelines, the content of
« .... we* mite fe*!.««*> ^ t the paper remains the decision and responsi- tors who recognize the benefits of free press
within the frame work of responsibility. Falbility of the editorial staff.
We do not view our positions as license but well, Dr. A. Pierre Guillermin, and Norm
a responsibility to present all sides in news Westervelt have been helpful and supportive.
tta .M*i»v
I <* A
and supported, reasonable opinion on the Also, the students appreciate a press that voices
editorial pages with the objective of promot- reasonable student opinion and prints letters
ing a conservative political agenda while at- on topics that concern students.
As editor, I do not feel my hands are tied;
tempting to cause critical thinking.
We attempt to present news fairly with as but because of the freedom we are permitted,
wt- s«iis#i lynds
much of an objective viewpoint as possible, I have a responsibility to the students and the
balancing the interests of those represented in broader community that reads the paper. A
balance between the two is difficult to achieve.
the story with news objectivity.
The above Issue contrasts with the first issue produced 10 years and one
As students, we are learning and do not al- When we accomplish that goal, it is seldom
month earlier. Improved grapchics techniques allow for a different look. Also, ways hit the mark. At times we may overstep noticed; but when we fail, we certainly know.
our bounds, but we thank the administration This is healthful and a constant reminder that
the paper has grown in format size, pages, circulation and visibility.
for its understanding with the difficulties pre- we are still learning. Forever forward.
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Stories from The Champion's first 10 years
Construction provides needed
additional space
February 27,1985
A new academic building, to be located in
the field beside the Fine Arts Building and the
Science Hall, will house the library, the book
store and 30 classrooms, according to Dr. Earl
Mills, vice president of research and planning.
Threetimeslarger than any other academic
building on campus, the new structure will
stretch from the end of the Fine Arts Building
to the Science Hall parking lot.

Enrollment sets record again
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issed the possibility of moving the
dicates the several different styles

October 2,1985
Liberty University is enjoying its largest
enrollment ever with nearly 3,000 new students moving to Lynchburg to enroll in the
nation's fastest growing university.
President A. Pierre Guillermin's office
recently released a data sheet showing the
number of students in each division of the
university.
The total enrollment as of Sept. 13, 1985
was 6,929 students including 4,932 enrolled
full-time and 200 part-time.

Vice President Bush visits city
September 17,1986
Vice President George Bush made a stop in
Lynchburg Sept. S to promote the campaign
of Flo Tray wick, aRepublican hopeful for the
sixth district congressional seat.
During a IS minute address at a breakfast
rally held at the Lynchburg Hilton, Bush told
supporters that Tray wick was needed in the

"Reagan coalition" because of her conserva- duty last Friday.
The battalion, which includes several curtive stance. "She will vote in Washington like
she talks in Lynchburg and Roanoke," he rent and former Liberty students, will spend
two weeks training in Camp Lelune, N.C,
stressed.
and then travel to Norway for two weeks of
Falwell named
training with the NATO forces. "In Norway
chairman of PTL
we will work in support of NATO, get our
March 25,1987
equipment and take up positions in defense of
The Rev. Jerry Falwell was named as the
the northern flank of Norway," Cpl. Mark
new chairman of the board of the PTL televiEast, a current LU student, said.
sion network and Heritage USA last week.
Debaters continue
Falwell accepted the position following the
record-setting pace
resignation of Jim Bakker, the chairman and
founder of the 2,500-acre Christian retreat February 26,1991
The LU debate team has accumulated
near Charlotte, N.C.
enough
points to win the National Debate
Mandatory drug testing
Tournament
rankings for the first time in
to begin In fall
NDT history.
April 27,1988
Having earned 390 points, LU holds second
Liberty University will become the first
place, 30 points behind front-runner GMU.
college in the United States to implement
Wayne State University is a distant third with
random drug testing for its students in the fall.
322 points.
Dr. Jerry Falwell said in Friday's chapel,
SACS removes LUSLLL
"We will be the first college in America to
from probation
have such a program and I hope others will
January 28,1992
follow suit"
Dr. A. Pierre Guillermin announced MonThe response of the student body was positive to the possibility of random drug testing, day, Dec. 9 during chapel that the Southern
although some were skeptical of where the Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS)
voted to remove Liberty University from
money for the testing would come from.
probation status during its annual meeting
LU students are called
Dec. 6 in New Orleans.
to active duty
Liberty was placed on probation in June
February 19,1991
1990 after the Liberty University School of
More than 400 family members, friends
LifeLong Learning (LUSLLL) was reviewed
and supporters gathered in support of
by a SACS Special Committee in response to
Lynchburg's Marine C Company, 4th Comconcerns about the rapid growth of the probat Engineering Battalion, which departed for
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gram. Enrollment in the program had reached
nearly 15,000 students since its inception in
1985. LUSLLL, one of seven colleges and
schools at the university, provides undergraduate and graduate degree programs to nonresident adults with the use of videocassette
and selective residency requirements.

Detractors challenge
student grants
September 23,1992
Virginia's Tuition Assistance Grant Program was challenged this summer by Lynchburg attorney Jeff Somers and Dr. Robert
Alley of the University of Richmond with the
support of Americans United for the Separation of Church and State (AUSCS).
A successful challenge would result in the
inability of Virginia residents to use state
grants at Liberty University. Last year 1,000
Virginia residents attending Liberty received
more than $1.1 million in assistance.

Panel denies Liberty damages
September 16,1992
A three-member arbitration panel in Boston
Monday denied Liberty University any damages in its proceeding against Kemper Securities Group, Chicago.
The arbitration is unrelated to Liberty's attempt tofinalizea Debt Restructuring Plan in
the next several weeks since the Debt Restructuring Plan was designed earlier this year to
address the school'sfinancialsituation with or
without any award from Kemper. The creditors of the university would have received all
but $4 million of any award after legal fees.
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Student paper earns 'Die Hard' recognition
By KIM M ATHERLEY

dustry," Cooper said about Peel who
has seen "Die Hard" more than 20
times.
Peel's private study of films prepared him for finding the symbolism
in "Die Hard." According to Peel, the
movie's central character, John
McClane, symbolizes the classic
American hero by fighting against his
own pride as well as anti-American
terrorists.
'The basis of the paper is that 'Die
Hard' presents the American as an
individual," Peel said. He also stated
that America's history is made up of
individuals.
'The whole thematic point under
the whole film is that you have this
one guy who is an individual, and
he's caught in all these conflicts with
organizational forces and it's those
very organizations which fail," Peel
said.
Hans, the primary antagonist, brings
out McClane's American individualism when he asks him if he is trying to
be a hero like John Wayne. McClane
then takes on the nickname "Cowboy," which he is called throughout
the rest of the movie.
McClane is also shown as an individual by the contrast of opposing
forces. The media, FBI, and the terrorists all make trouble for McClane.
McClane's simple American style
can be seen when heridesin the front

Champion Reporter

The movie "Die Hard" may never
be as popular as "Gone With the Wind"
or "Casablanca," but senior Skip Peel
calls itan Americanclassic. Hispaper,
"American Culture Through the Action Genre: John McClane and the
American Individual Die Hard," is
the first paper from LU to be selected
for William and Mary's annual
Humanities Conference.
"Skip has a passion for certain
topics; and when he is allowed to
write on those topics his passions
show through," Linda Cooper, LU
English professor said.
Cooper taught Peel's Heroes and
Heroines class and proofread his
paper. "I thought it (the paper) was
very creative and out of the ordinary,"
she said.
Cooper introduced her class to William and Mary's convention's call for
papers and said, "Skip was the only
one in the class to take the information and apply it. I'm glad he's being
accepted by other authorities for his
work in this area."
Cooper also taught Peel's 10th
grade honors English class at his alma
matter, Lynchburg Christian Academy. "Even then he had a unique and
expressive writing style, and I've just
seen it blossom in college."
"He is intrigued with the film in-

seat of the limousine that is sent for
him by his wife's company. He is
much more comfortable in the front
seat talking with the driver than riding
in the back of the limousine.
In addition, Holly McClane's
Rolex, given to her by her company,
symbolizes her choice of career over
marriage. The watch is a barrier between the McClanes, but when it is
destroyed by a stray bullet the couple
is reunited.
"Skip has quite a natural insight
into the application of film. He actually sees film as a genre unto itself,"
Cooper said. "I'm glad he is able to
find an outlet for his interest in film,
and he's being accepted by other authorities for his work in this area," she
added.
"God has opened a door for him in
the area of his talents," Cooper said.
Although he began college as a biology major, Peel plans to continue
through this recently opened door of
film study as he graduates this May
with a bachelor of science degree in
English.
Writing movies may be in Peel's
future, but for now he is involved with
the prestige of presenting his paper at
the Humanities Conference.
Peel will present the paper during
the undergraduate section of the conference April 1-3 at William and
Mary.

photo by Tim Albtrtson

Senior Skip Peel, an English major, recently Ham and Mary. Peel watched "Die Hard" more
had his paper "American Culture Through the than 20 times and said that movies should be
Action Genre: John McClane and the American studied as much as classic literature. Peel said
Individual Die Hard" accepted for a humanities that the character of John McClane is a symconference sponsored by the College of Wil- bolic representation of the American individual.

LU alumnus trains Walt Disney employees
By JENNIFER COX

he has had different classes at "Disney
University," including a management
class in which he learned about such
basic skills as communication in
Disney's trainers.
As a trainer, Peterson works with
new hires, employees with previous
experience, and students in the Magic
Kingdom training program who are
known as MK's.
"Right after I had gotten to 20,000
Leagues Under the Sea, someone had
mentioned that I should become a
trainer," Peterson said.
Peterson is currentiy a member of
Disney's Quality Action Team. "We
reach out to MK's and all people in
genetal/Nittety»95 pereerit'dfthern

Special to the Champion

"Be godly, because professionalism will follow," Charles "Chip"
Peterson repeated, quoting his motto.
Peterson, a 1991 graduate of Liberty University with a bachelor's
degree in social science education, is
currenUy working at Disney's Magic
Kingdom in Orlando, Fla., as a trainer
of new employees. His greatest responsibility is training individuals for
the attraction 20,000 Leagues Under
the Sea.
"I expect excellence from the trainees. I'm the most hard-nosed of them
all," Peterson said.
In addition to his studies ai Liberty,
.
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work out pretty well," Peterson said. in the world but always mind your
We are there for the bettering of that speech," Peterson said. Peterson said
area," Peterson said.
that students must know how to sell
Ninety-five percent of the employ- themselves. "Experience was not the
ees Peterson ———————————— w a m a w a i most important
works with are
(aspect) in my
"One thing I really case," Peterson
unsaved. However, Peterson learned (from Liberty) said.
says he has his
At Liberty,
"sneaking ways" is you have to make a Peterson was a
of witnessing.
stand in the world." student assistant
Peterson's felfor the Sports In— Charles Peterson formation Delow workers realize he is a ^ ^ — ^ ^ —
• partment for two
Christian through his different life- and a half years He also traveled to
style.
sporting events such asmen's soccer.
"One thing I really learned (from
"I was the mediator between athLiberty) is you have to make a stand letes, coaches and the press," Peter-

—___—.

od deserves all our praise

O God, thou art my God; early
will I seek thee: my soul thirsted! for
thee, my flesh longeth for thee in a
dry and thirsty land, where no water
is; To see thy power and thy glory, so
as I have seen thee io the sanctuary.
Because thy loving kindness is better than life, my lips shall praise

We can do nothing Jess than worship the Lord Jesus Christ He is the
One whosefe.eeshinestike the sun,
eyes feura hke a fire, and whose
:
M^toMtiBr:Qto»r> 1:14-13).
shipping the Lord*4ift&8»d ?
p p e a e e t o the soul. As Dwight
ty once said, "Saten doesn't
ftat we w o r s h i p s tongas we
•TZstM "
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tne enemy
>VC»rshtp is fie.kwship
with G a t
In P$alm 63, seven things stand
out as to why we should praise and
worship our Heavenly Father. First,

Nelson
Chapman
Stolf Columnist

Beside Still Waters
the Father deserves our praise becauseHei&God.TWsstateraentsecrn&
very simpleand r_herredundant, but
once you realize just who God really
is, praise never ceases to spring forth

However, the King of the Universe
is never too busy to hear what you
have to say.
Third, God provides for and fulfills us. He sustains and satisfies our
livesr^ysk^yandsphituatly.Piraise
the Lord for not leaving us lonely
^emepty.
Also, He is powerful and gloriously perfect There would be no
reason to praise God if He weren't
all-powerful and righteous. Praise
be to God for being unstoppable in
His purposes and holiness.
Sixm, He is the King of Creation.
HetewisehiHisdecistonsandjustin
His reign. Our God is not helpless.

God b the eternal, unchanging,
sovereign, omnipresent, omniscient,
omnipotent, loving, justand holy. Becauseof who H e k our Raises should
fill the earth.
- Seventh, the Father is narclful;
Second, He makes Himself acces- Wt deserve death for our sins, but
sible and rxsrsonal. There are times He has given usfellowship with Hun
when we really want to talk to our through Jesus Christ His Son.
Oox God is a wonderful God, and
parents or close friends, and they brush
us off because they are too busy. He dwells within our praise.

son said. This experience was beneficial for Peterson because it taught
him to know his boundaries with the
famous personalities in which he came
into contact.
Peterson was also an officer in
AlphaLambda Delta, Liberty'shonor
society, for three years. 'This taught
me how to work on a committee," Peterson said.
Peterson said that Harry Caltigerone, associate professor of government at Liberty University, helped
prepare him for his career. "He taught
me to look at people as individuals,
not as a group. He cared about each
person. Even in a larger scale, you
could relate to him," Peterson said.

Vines Center observations

Columnist reveals seating pattern
Finally, here is the Vines Center
mapped out.
Since the regular season has ended
for our basketball team, I will focus
on "The Furnace" as it looked during
a game. The drawing of theCenter
has been simplified somewhat lor convenience.
Inspired by the architect and rank
liberal Buckminster Fuller, the geodesic design of the Vines Center allows odd thoughts to float around.
Because of the acoustics, a "sound
cloud," the rectangular thing suspended by cables, was installed.
Who in this school has not pictured
all of the cables breaking and the
cloud crushing thechapel speaker and
pulpit occupants? Or who has not
wanted to walk on top of it?
The shape lends itself to some seating problems. If you look at the map,
you are looking toward the student
seating section. To your right is the

John
Scott
Staff Columnist

That is so True
opening into the back rooms. This is
the place where the Zamboni would
come out if this were an ice rink.
In the corners of the Center, you
have a strip of seats that have little or
no leg room because you are sitting on
top of the person beside you. We
can't blame that on Fuller.
The opposing team fans always sit
behind their team. I think they have
their own set of signs that say, "Who's
she," "So what" "Who's that," 'Take
a hike" and "You geeks," but you can
barely hear them.
The opposition sits directly to the
left of our main fan support. To the

Answers Please

Maurice Manigault
Monckscorner, S.C.
"I'm going to
visit my
grandparents
in North
Carolina."

graphic by Shelli* Heck.thwn

"I'm going to
Jamaica on a
missions trip.'

Jen Ickes
Sherburne, N.Y.

By Kristen Wright

"If I can't make
it home, I'll
probably just go
insane."
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Zack O'Neil
Allentown, Pa.
"I'm going
to Graceland
to look for
authentic Elvis
memorabilia."

"I'm going to the
Bahamas."

Opposing team fans
Couplaa
W« Ilka to stand up during
tha whota gams ssotlon
I wish thoss larks In front of
us would sit down aactlon
Girls that dross up for tha
gams so soma of tha playsrs
will notloa tham
Frsshman

Yvette Johnson
Florence, S.C.

right is always a set of girls who dress
up and sit behind our bench. Wishful
thinking. They will get up and walk
all of the way up the stairs to the
bathroom just so everyone will see
them in their dapper outfits. I didn't
know this until one day I was tipped
off by a female That is so True consultant
The couples of LU tend to sit a
distance away from all of the frivolity
in the prime fan section so they can
have intimate discussions without
being bothered.
On the other side of the Center is
the cushioned seat section. Do any of
you remember when no students were
allowed to sit in this section during
chapel? That rule lasted about a week.
I don't think faculty are allowed to sit
there now.
By the way, throwing a person up in
the air during a game is getting really
old.

"The Furnace" Seating Location

Where are you going
for spring break?
"I'm going to
South Carolina
to relax and
hang out with
my friends."

Because he enjoys working with
people, Peterson wants to earn a
master's degree in education or administration so that he may one day
become a principal, administrator or
college professor.
Peterson also enjoys his job
because,"I am a people person. You
will see and hear me in a crowd. More
than likely I'll want the center of attention," he said. "I had wanted to
teach, but thefieldwas basically closed
in Virginia," he said.
"I still miss my first goal of teaching," Peterson said. He was recendy
contacted for a possible teaching
position at a new Christian school.
"It's in the Lord's hands," he said.

Cris Sanders
Santa Barbara, Calif.

Jack Daniel
Corpus Cristi, Texas

Paranta trying to b« hip
Your basic atudant

Paopla that sn|oy knocking
knaaa with tha paraon
baalda tham
<3rada school klda trying to
distract foul shots of tha
• OffraT f a n
I wlarii {Kay Uad thoss
florasoant dots Ilka laat yaar
aactlon

WSft.

Paranta and spollsd brats
Paopla wondering why thay
paid tan bucks for an LU
Quys withBWTH
crushas on ths
chssrlssdsrs
Paopla who bought bstu
Empty
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Internship forces LU student to go 'undercover
By KIM MATHERLEY

blend in with other prostitutes,"
Caulder said.
"I don * t want to be stuck in an office Again she was wiretapped, but this
from nine to five; I want something time she had to go in by herself while
different," Caroyln Caulder, a Liberty two undercover policemen were stationed nearby and some waited in a
University senior, said.
Caulder has risked her life to better nearby van for her warning signal of
her community of Burlington, N.C. 'Texas."
"It's not always that (Texas) word.
As a criminal justice major, she has
They
(the policemen) try to change it
been involved in an internship with
solwon'tgetmyselforsomeoneelse
the Alamance County Police Departin trouble," Caulder said. "I was a
ment
Not being allowed to carry a gun, little bit frightened; my hands were
Caulder was sent undercover in sev- shaking because you never know
eral cases. In one instance a wiretap when the suspects might freak out
was placed inside her clothing as she and pull a gun on you."
"I was nervous to do the underassisted an undercover narcotics decover
deal but more nervous with the
tective in a drug bust
wire
hook-up.
They had me do breath"I had to pose as his(the detective's)
ing
exercises,
and
they said that it's
girlfriend. I posed like I was high. We
like
a
microphone
where you can
went into a drug dealer's house and
sing,"
Caulder
said.
pretended to make a buy. At that time
the policemen were with me, but I was 'Through the undercover job, we
were able to bust," Caulder said. She
still nervous," Caulder said.
Caulder's participation paid off, and also said that the suspected criminal
the suspected drug dealer was given a was found guilty and put on probation.
seven-year prison term.
After entering into several tense
Another instance involved Caulder
going undercover as a prostitute. "I situations, Caulder still said, "I like
had to dress in attire that a prostitute excitement." Tense excitement was
would dress up in and I had to go and not always a part of Caulder's intern-
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Senior Carolyn Caulder, a criminal justice major, wears some
interesting outfits during her internship with the Alamance County
Police Department. Caulder plans to work with the FBI, the secret
service or possibly a state park.
ship though. "When I started out in figure out," Caulder explained.
records I handled everything," she "Sometimes I would see little things
said. The everything of Caulder's they missed," Caulder said. She did
paper work included filing speeding point out to the sheriff some over
tickets and reviewing such cases as looked information in an old arson
murder, larceny and narcotics.
case that led to an arrest
'They (the sheriff and deputies)
"Most of them were really grateful
wanted somebody else to look at it (an because they had been working on
unsolved case) to see what they could them for so long. It stays on their

mind, and they are forever contemplating it," Caulder said of cases that
were labeled pending or left-open
because they had not been solved by
deputies.
Along with the solved cases and
needed experience, Caulder was allowed to face the negatives of her
chosen field. "The negatives might
be putting your family through the
worry," Caulder said. "My mom to
this day does not know that I helped
out vice."
Unaware of the specific situations
of Caulder's internship, her mother
also does not know of Caulder's presentandfuturedangers. "Icouldprobably get a lot of enemies when I start
arresting people; actually I have enemies now," Caulder said.
Since Caulder is not certified in law
enforcement, she is not allowed to
carry a handgun for protection from
the criminals she has already helped
to capture.
Besides the negatives and dangers,
Caulder also saw the positive side of
an internship. She said that it has
allowed her to gain references and
that "It lets me see if that's what I
want to do."

Caulder played cops and robbers
and cowboys and Indians as a child
and she said that she likes solving"
puzzles like search-a-words. "My
mom says that I asked her how the
toaster worked when I was little. I'm
a very curious person. I even took the
phone apart one time just to see how
it looked inside," Caulder said.
Now as an adult Caulder's cops and
robbers have taken on a new form as
she puts on her black leather miniskirt,fishnetstockings, six- inch high
heels and wiretap to gain experience
in the law enforcement field.
Caulder also received training for
her work with records and a driving
course to prepare her for the real world
of criminal justice.
Caulder is considering work as a
narcotics officer or a detective out in
thefield.She has already applied with
the Secret Service, state parks in North
Carolina and the FBI.
Caulder will have to complete
physical, firearm and gun training
before entering any area in law enforcement. After Caulder chooses a
specific branch of criminal justice,
she will attend a specialized training
school.

Friends need encouragement
Have you ever attempted to encourage someone, but wondered whether
or not it actually helped? Recently, I
learned that true encouragement
comes in many forms.
Saturday, Feb. 27,1 awoke to the
piercing sound of my alarm. Although
I had just settled into REM (Recurring
Earlobe Movement) sleep, I had to
meet some members of the Psychology Club in TE 133. We had volunteered to be official volunteers for
Central Virginia's Area 24 "Special
Olympics" bowling tournament.
I was anxious to meet our special
friends. After all, "Life Goes On" is
one of my favorite television shows,
and I've watched Wheel of Fortune
enough to understand the concept of
cheering.
First, I met 18-year-old Susan and
19-year-old Lauri. They were two
athletes on my lane, and the most hyperactive girls I have ever met.
Next came Tina, a 28-year-old who
had been training months for this. She
was very polite and obviously more
intelligent than many of the substitute
teachers I had in high school.
Andfinally,came Julie, who was
30 years old. A helper explained to
me that Julie couldn't speak a word,
but could understand everything I said.
Susan and Lauri shared a common
philosophy when it came to bowling:
pick up a ball, run as fast as possible
to the lane without falling on your
face and let herrip.I call this approach the "Fred Flintstone on Steroids" bowling approach.
When they bowled, their encour-
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Weekly Crossword
" Jukebox Selections"

11

in

ACROSS
1
1 "Unforgettable" singer
14
5 Transparent
10 Science subj.
17
14 Above
20
15 Telephone answer
16 "For My Broken Heart"24
by
McEntire
17 "That's Amore" singer
19 Deadlocks
33
20 Hospital trauma rms.
21 Estimating words
39
22 Racing shells
42
24 Canned heat
26 Signature attestor
45
28 Ms. Ferber
30 Indian baby
33 Shred cheese
55
36 June VIP
38 Post Office competitor 60
39 To Inflame
64
40 "Tall Cool One" by
67
Robert
41 Pesky fly
42 Distinctive doctrine
43 Air Force One, e.g.
44 Autographs
45 Navy Jacket
47 Box
49 Avid fan
51 Church Officers
55 Respond
57 And others
59 French king
60 Football penalty
61 "Wake Up Little Suae"
singers
64 Lion's pride
65 Look again
66 Diana former Supreme
67 Trudge
68 Horse
69 Pretentious
DOWN
1 Fire and Morse follower
2 Not secret
3 Rent
4 Sea bird
5 Rose of

2

By Gerry Frey
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Permanent Hair
Removal
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41 Belt
Towel monogram
43 Destitute
"Sad Songs" by
John
44
Jesse Raphael
Yale alum.
"You're No Good" By 46 Penned
Linda
48 Tolled
50 Pee Wee
10 "Mozart's Jupiter By
Toscanini
52 Mistake
11 "Sugar Mountain" By 53 Perch
54 Milquetoast
12 Cain's brother
55 Canadian horsemen
13 Soviet news agency
56 Israeli airline
18 World In French
58 Corner
23 Cod or Ann
25 Network of blood vessels 62 Dobbin's doc
63 Bikini part
27 States
29 Dissipate
n sin
31 Distance between
supports
Q D D D i a an
32 Superlative endings
nan
aaan
33 Grasp
34 Stand up
na D O add a H
Z3 wm
35 "Spanish Eyes" by aa Q m\ ™
6
7
8
9
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to the line and stop. There, she poised
her body and swung her arm back and
David
forth three times before she'd release
the ball. She aimed it perfectly every
Hart
time, but the ball would curve to the
Feature Editor
left because her rolls lacked the
Hart of the Matter
"uumph" the other girls' had.
In the third game of the tournaagement was boisterous, yelps such ment, I sat next to her and innocently
as, "Whooo hooooo!," "Send 'em patted her on the back. Although it
flying, baby!" and "Rock their world!" wasn't her turn to bowl, she interOne time I accidentally screamed, preted the signal as her cue and stood
"Big money now, big money!"
up to go for her ball.
Tina, on the other hand was a secret
"You can do it," someone cheered.
member of the Professional Bowlers "Go Julie, go!" another added. It took
Association. When she approached the ball a good 45 seconds to make
the lane, all she needed was an af- contact with the pins, but she got her
firmative statement such as, "You're first and only strike of the day.
in control, Tina. Take your time."
She didn't scream and jump in the
Yet Julie required a different kind air , but she was excited. Shesimply
of encouragement. While the others turned around with her right hand
took their turns, Julie just stared heldraised high above her head, and
straight ahead, rocking back and forth all the way back to her seat. And she
in her seat. When it was her turn to smiled at me.
bowl, I coaxed her out of her seat by
Julie didn't need screaming or high
touching her on the back and saying, fives toencourage her. Shejustneeded
"Okay now Julie. You can do it."
a little nudge and someone to tell her,
She would pick up her ball, waddle "I know that you can do it."
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Fort Hill Village
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Please see Mrs. Mazanec in
TE 121 to submit your work.
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Program encourages students, faculty
By REBEKAH HURST
LUSLLL Editor

Pam Walker, School of LifcLong Learning assistant professor of psychology, is
actively involved in Quality Assurance, an
organization designed to help both LUSLLL
faculty and students.
Quality Assurance is a new program, which
began in 1992, to help encourage distance
education students continue with their work.
The program helps to improve and enhance
faculty/student contact as well.
Walker explained thatmost of the distance
students arc over 25 years old and are busy
with other activities, so it is harder for them
to stay focused on completing the course.
She also said that many times LUSLLL
students are like resident students because if
they get discouraged and do not complete a

Pam Walker
Assistant Professor of Psychology

course, they usually drop out altogether.
"The project concentrates on phone contact
with students to encourage them to complete
their courses on time," Walker said.
She explained that students sometimes
struggle with pressures of the courses.
"Sometimes people who are older need that
extra boost and encouragement because others may discourage them by saying they are
too old to be going back to school, thus harming their self esteem," Walker stated.
The program also allows faculty to work
through the assignments with students to make
sure they understand the requirements and
context of the course. At the same time,
faculty encourages students to be self-disciplined, motivated and focused on completing
their courses. 'The overall goal of Quality
Assurance is to increase the student retention

rate," Walker said.
Quality Assurance also deals with making
sure that everything sent out from the School
of LifeLong Learning is top quality.
"It is a multi-factorial system that deals
with paying attention to the details of the
school," Walker said. " It is to assure quality
is extremely important for student satisfaction," she continued.
The program also sees that there are no
breaks in the system. Walker said that the
major part of the program is communication
between students and faculty.
"We want to improve the overall communication in each department. There are several
thousand students, and we want to emphasize
communication with each department and
students," Walker explained.
Another aspect of this program is to encour-

age faculty and staff by sharing positive feedback that the school receives. Walker explained that this is an important part of Quality Assurance because faculty and staff members need encouragement in their jobs as well.
Walker's goal for the program is to continue to improve communication aspects and
to help distance education students experience a "more personalized part of the university atmosphere."
Walker is a nationally certified counselor
who teaches psychology classes part time for
on-campus students as well. She previously
worked as a counselor for the Liberty Godparent Home.
Walker began working with LUSLLL when
she decided to change gears in her career
plans and work as an educator in an academic
atmosphere.

Conference emphasizes need for Adult Education
reached their peak, they went up still
again."
Asianian pointed out that the United
States has become a learning society
which has continued to grow proportionately (primarily through adult students) to meet new challenges and
complexities of life.
Another presentation was given by
Dr. Cliff Barbee, associate professor
at Houston Baptist University, who
further highlighted Aslanian's position. "Among the 12.5 million students in American higher education,
only two million fit our traditional
concept for 13 to 21-year-old, fulltime students, living on campus. The
remaining 10.5 million adult students
provide an enormous potential customer base for institutions if students

number of colleges and universities
around the country. Clinton was
Editor's note: Because of cer- invited to present a paper entitled:
tain difficulties, the article on Adult "LUSLLL: A Window of OpportuEducation is reprinted with addi- nity." Clinton was extremely pleased
with the conference and excited about
tions.
Dr. Tim Clinton, associate pro- the ongoing potential for Liberty
vost for Liberty University and dean University through Adult Education
of LUSLLL, recently attended a and Distance Learning.
special conference in San Diego enAmong the people at the confertitled "Lifelong Learning: Improv- ence was Carol B. Asianian, director
ing Academic Quality During a Re- of the office of adult learning services
trenchment Era." The sessions dealt for the College Board. She set the
with adult education and its empha- pace of the conference. She said that
sis in universities and institutions.
contrary to popular belief, "Higher
The National Research Institute of education enrollments shot up nothe National University in San Diego ticeably over the last 20
sponsored the conference. Papers years...Defying all predictions, enwere presented by different leaders rollments went up, went up again; and
in adult education from a growing when it seemed obvious that they had
By REBEKAH HURST

LUSLLL Editor

Staff improves

publishing

Publicatons director makes
contributions for students
By REBEKAH HURST

'We have made a lot
of improvements.
We have excellent
editors and word
processing staff
who have greatly
improved the
product."

LUSLLL Editor

Elizabeth Forsberg, director of publications for LUSLLL, is an important contributor as she oversees editing and word processing for school
materials that are sent to students.
In conjunction with editing,
Forsberg also makes necessary
changes in worktexts when courses
are revised according to faculty specifications. She also sees that projects
for each semester are accomplished.
Forsberg works closely with operations, filling orders for master copies
as well as checking each item sent
out "I make sure the items are current
and in good condition," Forsberg said.
"I also get what operations needs for
inventory and keep up with faculty on
the textbooks thai change, new courses
and priority setting," she continued.
Forsberg explained that each item
usually goes through about two edits
and three word processing checks. A
project takes three or mere weeks to
complete, depending on the demand
for the course.
Her goals for the publications department include making improvements in the system and creating ways
to keep the worktexts better looking,
clear and concise. Sheattributesmuch
of the success in publications to the
staff who work with her in editing and
word processing.
"We have made a lot of improvements. We have excellent editors and
word processing staff who have
greatly improved the product,"
Forsberg commented.
She is currently taking courses in
English education at Lynchburg College where she plans to get her master's

are provided a learning format which
meets their needs," Barbee stated.
He works with a program called the
Weekend College which is a part of
Our Lady of the Lake University to
offer scheduling alternatives for mature students. The program is geared
for adults who are capable of and
motivated for large amounts of independant study and learning on their
own.
Clinton also found the presentation
by Dr. Douglas L. Robertson, assistant professor of post secondary,
adult and continuing education at
Portland State University, encouraging and challenging. He presented a
paper on integrating university study
into adult life. "In a time of both
retrenchment and increased adult
participation, retaining adult students
becomes critical for many colleges
arid universities," Robertson emphasized.
He also discussed the fact that retention has positive outcomes. Itgives
both satisfaction for the student who
accomplishes his or her goals in a
timely manner. It also has rewards
for the institution that invests valuable academic and student service
resources for each entering student.
"Helping students meet their challenges generally enhances retention,"
Robertson continued.
Other speakers included Daniel
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Dr. Tim Clinton
Dean of LUSLLL
Didelot from the School of Liberal
Arts and Sciences at Purdue University, Dr. Michael Reid from Saint
Joseph's College, Raymond Taylor
from North Carolina State University and Jerry Ice from Thomas
Edison State College.
Clinton found the participants especially interested in LUSLLL.
"There is no doubt that we are on the
cutting edge in this area," Clinton
said "I look forward to the continual
growth and development of the
School of LifeLong Learning and its
importance for Liberty."

TwoOnTwo!
MEDIUM

LAYER OF

—Elizabeth Forsberg
Director of Publications
degree in May 1994 to pursue a career
teaching college English.
She came to LU after noticing a job
opening with LUSLLL requiring skills
in business and professional writing.
Forsberg was promoted to director
of publications after working two

TOPPING!

years as publications supervisor.
Before working with the School of
LifeLong Learning, she worked in
New York with AAA. Forsberg
graduated from Houghton College,
and later she attended Word of Life
Bible Institute.
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Seymour,presidentofQSystems,who
talked about adult learning in context
and how it is not a solitary concept but
requires the ability to apply new
knowledge.
Registered nurse Karin K. Roberts,
assistant professor at the Research
College of Nursing, spoke about accelerated paths to professional nursing practices and how "professional
nursing is an attractive occupation in
this present time because of its employment opportunities, potential for
advancement and specialization,
competitive salary as well as local,
national, and international job mobility."
Keith O'Neill, chairman of liberal
studies at Whitehead Center in the
University of Redlands talked about
the vulnerability of the adult learner.
Dr. Lynne Anderson and Dr. MaryAnne Pops, both with the school of
education in the National University
of Los Angeles, spoke about interactive teaching methodology for adult
learners.
Other speakers included Dr.
Stephen Brookfield from University
of St. Thomas, Jane Whitney Gibson
and Charles Blackwell from Nova
University, Christopher Grimm form
the U. S. Coast Guard Training Center in Petaluma, Calif., graduate students George and Marylin Kish from
Michigan State University, Dr. Mary
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Flames lose in first-round to Radford
Season ends with 73-69 loss
By MIKE GATHMAN
Sports Editor

The 1992-93 season of hope ended
for the Flames basketball team when
Radford University defeated LU 7369 in the first round of the Big South
Tournament in Charleston, N.C.,
Thursday night
Turnovers plagued the Flames from
the start of the game and LU ended
with 18 to Radford's 10.
Early in the game LU hit only one
free throw and nofieldgoals in the
first 5:18. However, the Highlanders
only scored six points in that span.
After being down by as many as
eight points in thefirsthalf, LU battled
back to take a one point lead at
halftime, 29-28, behind the shooting
of senior Julius Nwosu. Nwosu, who
was named to the First-Team All-Big
South squad, scored 14 points while
hitting four offivefieldgoals in the
first half.
Parish Hickman, who was involved
in a scuffle earlier in the day, was
limited to 11 points overall, and two
points in the first half while being
harassed by Antoine Dalton.
In the second half, Hickman was
called for a technical foul for involvement with him and Dalton. Dalton
later fouled out after playing in only
16 minutes.
Shortly after the second half began,
Radford regained the lead which it
had held for all but the last 32 seconds
of the first half. Don Burgess' layup
with 16:49 left in the game put the

in 16 minutes of action while hitting
both shots, including one from threepoint range.
Cordcll Robinson also chipped in
four points in his final game as a
Flame.
The Highlanders were led by
Schmall who scored 22 points, including four of six from three point
range. Day also chipped in three of
RU's eight three pointers while scoring 14 points.
Another key player for Radford
was Burgess who scored 16 points
and grabbed a team-high nine
rebounds. However, RU was
outrebounded overall by LU 42-28
behind Nwosu.
Overall the Flames outshotRadford
48 percent to 42.3 percent, including
51.9 percent to 47.8 percent in the

Highlanders ahead for good.
However, the Flames were never
down by more than eight points in the
game and were as close as two points
with seven seconds remaining.
Brett Anthony almost singlehandedly led the Flames to victory
off the bench as he hit a key three
pointer and free throws late in the
game. His three pointer with 1:03 left
in the game cut Radford's six points
lead to three.
However, free throws by Brian
Schmall, Doug Day and Tyrone Travis
iced the game for the Highlanders.
Day hit both free throws with seven
seconds left to give RU the narrow
four point victory.
Overall, the Flames were led by
Nwosu who scored a game-high
26 points and grabbed a game-high
18 rebounds. For the game he hit
nine of 10 shots from the field
for a 90 percent accuracy rate
and hit eight of 13 from the free
throw line.
However, Hickman was held below his season average and scored 11
points followedby Anthony's 10. Matt
Hildebrand chipped in eight points
while hitting three of eight from the
field. Hildebrand also dished out five
assists for LU.
Starters Chris Toomer and Keith
Ferguson, still sore from an injury,
scored zero and three points respectively. The two only combined to play
43 minutes for the Flames.
Jody Chapman scored five points

second half. In the first half,
both teams were plagued with
poor shooting as Liberty slightly
edged Radford 43.5 percent to
37.9 percent.
Defensively, the Highlanders
recorded five blocks to the Flames'
one. RU also stole the ball eight
times compared to only four
steals for LU.
Radford slightly edged Liberty in
free-throw shooting, 67.7 percent to
64.3 percent. However, two of the
conferences top free throw shooters,
Hildebrand and Schmall, combined
to miss three free throws.
Three-point shooting buried the
Flames as the team was only able
to hit three of 15 shots compared
to eight of 16 shooting for the
Highlanders.

Two starters named
to All-Big South team
By MIKE GATHMAN
Sports Editor

Flames center Julius Nwosu and
forward Parish Hickman were named
to the All-Big South team prior to the
tournament in Charleston, S.C.
Nwosu was named to the FirstTeam All-Big South squad as the
center. Hickman was named to the
Second-Team All-Big South squad
as a forward.
The two Liberty players finished
firstand second on the team in scoring
this season. Nwosu finished as the
teams leading scorer with 544 overall

points and an 18.1 points per game
scoring average. Hickman finished
with 451 points for a 17.4 points per
game average.
Nwosu also led the team in rebounding with 256 for an 8.5 per
game average. Hickman was the
team's second leading rebounder
with 191 for a 7.4 per game average.
Nwosu led the team with 44 of his
LU record-breaking 112career blocks
photo by Ann Wharton
in three years of action.
Hickman transferred to LU from Julius Nwosu (above) scored 26 points and grabbed 18
Michigan State last year and finished rebounds in LU's first-round 73-69 Big South Tournament loss
second on the team with 36 steals.
against Radford University Thursday in Charleston, S.C.

Women defeat Bulldogs,
aim for Camels in tourney
By SHANNON D. HARRINGTON
Champion Reporter

The Lady Flamesfinishedthe regular season on a positive note, breaking
its six game losing streak Monday as
it edged UNC-Asheville by a point,
4948.
With the victory, Liberty became
the first team since the 1983-84 Lady
Flames to post a winning record with
a 15-11 overall mark and a 10-6 Big
South finish.
The Lady Bulldogs pulled out to an
early 17-21eadoverLUMondaynight,
looking almost flawless.
"They (UNC-Asheville) could not
do anything wrong at the start of the
game," Lady Flames Head Coach Rick
Reeves said. 'They were red-hot."
But the Lady Flames were able to
fit* photo
battle back to a one-point deficit at the
Ginny Coleman (above) scored 18 points in the Flames' final regular season win against UNC- half behind the floor leadership of
AsheviHe, 49-48. Now the Flames will play Campbell on Thursday at the Big South Tournament. sophomore guard Ginny Coleman

Sports Editor

The LU baseball teamfinallybegan
its season and won three of its first
four games, including two of three
from Campbell on the road, after three
games were cancelled because of inclement weather.
Over the weekend the Flames defeated Campbell University 13-10and
4-3 while losing the middle game 104. On Thursday, Liberty opened the
season on the road with a 7-4 win over
James Madison University.
While improving to 3-1, the Flames
received solid pitching from the start-

ers and the offense supplied firepower
to help down the Camels.
On Saturday, the Flames lost the
first game of a doubleheader against
the Camels, but bounced back and
won the second game by a narrow
margin.
In the first game, the Flames lost
10-4 after giving up eight runs in the
first two innings. Starting pitcher Jason
Baker was tagged for seven runs on
five hits, with five of the runs being
earned. The loss was Baker's first
decision of the young season.
Charlie Kim led the Flames offensively as he was recorded a perfect

having to play mostly sophomores
and freshmen. But we still posted a
winning season and finished as one of
the top teams in the B ig S outh and one
of the best teams ever at Liberty."
The Lady Flames will now look
forward to traveling to Radford, Va.
to compete in the Big South
Tournament this Thursday through
Saturday.
The Lady Flames will meet
Campbell in thefirst-round.LU defeated the Fighting Camels twice in
the regular season.
The first time the teams met, the
Lady Flames handily downed the
Camels, 73-52 behind a 14-point
scoring show by Dawn Coleman.
Coleman made an even greater
showing in the second meeting with
Campbell, burying 24 points as the
Flames won by three points, 81 -78, in
overtime.

Dernlans reach NCAAs

Baseball team wins three
By MIKE GATHMAN

who buried 18 points in the game and
dished out four assists.
Junior forward Dawn Coleman also
contributed to the team by hitting a
perfect three for three from threepoint range and a total of four for five
from the field.
In the second half, the Lady Flames
were able to take the lead over the
Lady Bulldogs and hold on to a onepoint lead as the final seconds ended.
Reeves said one of the biggest
problems the team had against the
Lady Bulldogs was that many of the
Liberty women were playing out of
position tofillin for injuries.
Overall, Reeves is proud of the "
diehard" effort the players displayed
this season.
"People just do not understand our
situation," Reeves said. "We lost our
two best players (Angie Johnson and
Theresa Bream) to injury and we were

By LEON JACOY

day with two hits in two at-bats. He
also recorded two walks and scored
one of LU's four runs.
Bill Speek also led the Flames with
a one for two performance including
a run scored and an RBI.
CU pitcher Scott Payton led the
Camels to victory by pitching six
innings and giving up three runs on
three hits. He also walked five and
struck out two batters while earning
his first win of the season.
Offensively, the Camels were led
by their leadoff hitter Josh Maddocks

Sunday, March 21, at Iowa State
University.
Matt and Steve Dernlan were the
Overall, the Flamesfinishedfourth
only two wrestlers to qualify for the out of seven schools in the tournaNCAA tournament during the Colo- ment with 50.5 total points. Virginia
nial Athletic Association Tournament Tech won the meet with 63 points
last weekend.
overall. George Mason and Old
Matt defeated Old Dominion's Dominion also finished ahead of the
Shaw 6-4 in the finals of the 126- Flames with 58 and 52.5 points repound weight class to qualify for the spectively.
In other action, LU's Dave Gaylan
post-season. Steve defeated Old
Dominion's Covington 6 4 in a battle finished fourth in the 158-pound
weight class.
of 150-pound wrestlers.
Sam Holiday defeated ODU's
The brothers will now compete
in the NCAA tournament to be held Fussell 6-3 in a consolation semiThursday, March, 18, through final match.

Champion Reporter

Rich Humphrey
See Baseball wins, Page 15 LU starting pitcher

Hockey club loses three games in Iowa championships
LU's Brent Marttila
breaks neckduring
tournament game
By STEPHEN STROUT
Champion Reporter

Although the Liberty hockey team
suffered three tough losses at the
Nationals last weekend, the teams
worst loss was a broken neck to team
member Brent Marttila. The team finished the season with a 17-5 record.
The Flames dropped two games on
Friday to Buffalo State and Ferris
State. LU was edged on Saturday by
West Connecticut State 5-4 as the
teamfinishedthe eight-team tournament tied for seventh with Illinois.
Last season LU tied Illinois for fifth
place in the tournament.
The most difficult loss was

suffered when the Flames' third
leading scorer, Marttila, sustained a
broken neck and temporary paralysis.
"He stepped on his opponent's suck
while fighting for a puck and went
headfirstinto the board. We knew he
was in trouble immediately from the
way he went down. He couldn' t mo ve
anything," Head Coach Gary Habermas said.
Marttila was rushed to a local hospital and later transferred to a hospital
in Des Moine, Iowa, that specialized
in neurological damage.
Doctors say he could be fully recovered in five to six weeks. Doctors
also speculated that if Marttila had
been moved on the ice after sustaining the injury he would have been
paralyzed.
The team was able to stop and visit
Marttila on the way back to Virginia.
"We all went into his room as a

team and prayed with him and told
him that we loved him. It was indeed
a very special and moving experience," Habermas said.
On Friday, Liberty faced Ferris
State of Michigan and suffered a
6-1 loss. The Flames were outshot
60-25, yet goalie Bill Holliday was
a bright spot with 55 saves. Craig
Handwerker scored the lone goal
for Liberty.
Later in the day, the Flames also
dropped a contest to the number-one
team in the country, Buffalo State.
Once again Holliday was active in
goal with 60 saves and Tim Sargent
added a goal for the Flames' only
offensive output.
'These two teams (Ferris State and
Buffalo Slate) practice four or five
limes a week on ice while we (ravel a
hundred miles for ice time once per
week. They both recruit players and

have extensive budgets. Ferris State
brought and suited up players who
had been with the Division 1 team the
school fields. It is a great credit to our
guys to play as tough as we did against
high level competition," Habermas
said.
The Flames battled back from a 41 deficit after one period of play to fall
shortof WestConnecticutState5-4 in
their final tournament appearance.
Liberty outshot WestConnecticut 5036 including a 28-9 onslaught in the
final period.
Wade Burrows was the catalyst
offensively for the Flames with a hat
trick as he scored three goals. Jeff
Lycelt added a single goal to the total.
Holliday made 31 saves on 36 shot
attempts.
"We started slowly after a tough
weekend emotionally. The guys
fought back hard but they (West

Connecticut State) were a team we
could have beaten on a good night,"
Habermas said.
The Flames' adversity included not
only Manilla but Dan Davey, who
suffered a broken finger.
Also, Randy Wilkie was Liberty's
leading scorer halfway through the
season before contracting a sickness
which made it impossible to play
hockey. He was able to come back
last weekend and tallied an assist in
limited action.
"With both Randy (Wilkie) and
Brent (Marttila) we knew that just
being in the Nationals was enough.
Our guys have come to realize there is
so much more to life than hockey.
Difficult circumstances make you
realize and put life in proper perspective," Habermas said.
The team was able to use Marttila's
injury as an opportunity to present the

gospel. Several players went into
opponents' locker rooms to give testimonies and witness.
The Liberty hockey team lost to
South Florida and lost a bid to win
back-to-back conference championships.
The Flames dropped a 5-2 decision
in Tampa two weeks ago. Liberty was
outshot 67-49. Holliday stopped 62
shots on goal. Davey and Bryan Bauer
combined for the Flames' total offensive output.
Liberty advanced to the final
game of the SCHA (Southern
Collegiate Hockey Association) with
a 4-2 win over Tennessee in the
semi-finals. Wade Burrows and Jeff
Lycett were among the Flames' goal
scorers.
Liberty had gone undefeated in
regular season conference play for
the first time in team history.
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Big South tourney kicks off March Madness
Since this is the last time we will be
chatting until April, I have a lot of
ground to cover in just 750 words. So,
I think instead of picking a specific
topic, we will run around the Big
South and the entire world of college
basketball.
• Congratulations to Coastal Carolina for winning the Big South Tournament. They should be as good of an
opponent for North Carolina as the
Big South Conference could possibly
provide. Winthrop provided the Cinderella story-line; but let's face it, the
team most likely wouldn't even last
through warm-ups with the Tar Heels.
Good luck Chanticleers. You are
gonna need it
• Speaking of Coastal, how could
Marquis "KeKe" Hicks be left out of
the All-Big South teams? He averaged 18 points and was in the top 10

Bob
Sturm
Sport* Columnist

The Way I See It
in assists, three-point percentage and
free-throw percentage. In this guru's
opinion, I contend it is Hicks, not
Tony Dunkin that makes Coastal such
a solid team.
• Liberty was represented in the Big
South final but not by the team.
Liberty's all-time leading scorer, Karl
Hess, who was a Flame 15 years ago,
now serves as an official for the Big
South and other eastern conferences.
Hess scored 2,373 points back in the
good 'ol days from 1976-80.
• Did Radford find the Flames' weak

spot? They used Bill Laimbeer tactics
to try to make Liberty lose concentration and temperament. I'd say they
did a fine job twice in five days; and
although you may not like the Highlanders, it seems like they were applying the "just win, baby" saying
perfectly.
•UNC-Asheville will get a much
needed face-lift for next season.
Don Doucette, former Bulldog
coach, "resigned" on Tuesday
amidst some heavy pressures
from the high powers.
The team has some decent freshman talent, but it may lose it if the
team does not get in gear and show
some commitment to making the
program competitive.
• Thursday, March 4, will be remembered as "Black Thursday" for
Liberty, Campbell and Towson State.

After all three schools enjoyed relatively successful regular season records, none of them made it past the
first round and left early.
Well, most of them left early.
Towson State had to hang around until
Saturday night because of their airline plans. Seems they expected to be
there longer than one day.
• March Madness is upon us. Who
will be the number one seeds? Smart
money takes North Carolina in the
Southeast, Kentucky in the East, Indiana in the Midwest, and most likely,
Michigan in the West.
Two Big Ten teams as number one
seeds would probably never happen if
that conference had a post-season
tournament.
• How about some dark horses in
the NCAA's. I think Wake Forest
(ACC), California (Pac-10), and

Big South Conference
LU men

Arkansas (SEC) could all finish
third or fourth in their own
conference, but maybe makerit to
the "sweet sixteen."
• Keep an eye on Seton Hall. Although I feel that the Big East is without question the most over-rated, overpublicized conference in America, the
Pirates have all the ingredients of a
Final Four team. P.J. Carlesimo,
whose resume grows every season,
has put together a fine team led by
Terry Dehere.
• So who do you expect to see in
New Orleans in a month? Well, it is
pretty difficult to predict a Final Four
without any brackets, but I'll make a
half way decent attempt at it
Obviously, I have to go with
Indiana and North Carolina because I
really see no chinks in their armor.
The other two participants are simply

a roll of the dice.
I think you may very well see Kansas
there. Roy Williams has the ability to
have his troops ready for battle in
March. This team is quite talented
with Rex Walters and Adonis Jordan
in the back court.
The fourth team could really be
anybody. I expect it could be any one
of the following: Seton Hall, Duke,
Arizona, Kentucky, Michigan or
Florida S tate. I think all of these teams
could catch fire and make things
exciting.
I'll predict that Seton Hall will do
it So write itdown. If all fourof these
teams are in different regions, they
will end up in the Final Four: Indiana,
North Carolina, Seton Hall and Kansas.
• P.S. Remember how my Super
Bowl prediction turned out?

fpthall
Basketball
IkZlUxM/W
First-Team

i9
P
\^^
\ South~$E££
Second-Team

starring players, these seniors will be Coleman to lead the team. For the
All-Big South Honors
All-Big South Honors
season Coleman finished second
The men's season came to an
sorely missed in the lineup.
Joe
Spinks
Eddie Gay
to Theresa Bream, who is injured,
abrupt end Thursday night during
Campbell
University
Winthrop
LU women
with a 10.1 points per game
the first-round of die Big South
Forward
Forward
The Flames will begin their quest scoring average.
Tournament.
Tony Dunkin
Parish Hickman
to win the Big South Conference
For Campbell, Nicky Coleman
The Flames lost to the HighlandCoastal Carolina
Liberty University
Tournament Thursday against led the Camels with 25 points in the
ers for the second time in less than a
Campbell University.
first contest against LU. Beth
week. However, although the game
Forward
Forward
During the regular season, the Stockwell also led the Camels with
ended in defeat, the game marked
Julius Nwosu
Mark Hailey
Flames defeated the Camels twice.
18 rebounds in the second game
the end of four LU seniors' careers.
Liberty University
Winthrop
On Jan. 18, the Flames easily against the Flames.
Julius Nwosu played his last colCenter
Center
defeated Campbell 73-52 behind 14
Shonta Tobourn and Amy Nigro
legiate game like it was his last ever.
Terrance Alexander
Darnell Sneed
points from Dawn Coleman. Jennifer also helped to lead Campbell this
The 6-foot-10-inch senior from Imo,
Towson State
Charleston Southern
Fairfax also grabbed six rebounds to season.
Nigeria, scored a game-high 26
Guard
Guard
lead the Flames.
points and also grabbed a game-high
Should LU win the Thursday game
Devln
Boyd
Doug
Day
On Feb. 6, the Flames traveled to against the Camels, the team will
18 rebounds.
Towson
State
Radford.
University
Buies Creek, N.C., and defeated the meet the winner of the RadfordEarlier this season the First-Team
Guard
Guard
Camels in overtime, 81-78. Prior to Coastal or Asheville game. Asheville
All-Big South center surpassed 1,000
that contest, the Camels were and Coastal will play in the first-round T.L.Latson, forward, Charleston Southern; Scott Hartzell,
points for his LU career.
guard, UNC-Greensboro; and Dan Pogue, guard, Campbell
undefeated at home.
on Wednesday.
Keith Ferguson also played his
last collegiate game for LU and
Dawn Coleman again led LU
While the Flames have been with- were named Big South Rookies of the Year.
scored three points while hitting one
with 24 points.
out the services of Bream, the team's
Terry Truax of Towson State was named the Big South
of five shots. He had been plagued
This week, again look for Dawn leading scorer with an 11.4 average, Coach of the Year.
several different players have chipped
Last Week's Men's Results
This Week's Women's Games
Men's Final Overall Statistics
in to help the Flames offensively.
Monday, March 1
Wednesday, March 10
Throe Point
Total
Anna Barrington, Dawn Coleman,
U.S. Naval Academy at UNC-Greensboro
STL
AVG REB AVG AST BLK
FT/FTA FT% PTS
FG%
FG/FGA
FG/FGA FG%
G/GS
PLAYER
Big South Tournament
26
44
7
256 8.5
18.1
138/212 .651 544
.615
203/330
0/1
.000
30/29
Nwosu
Wednesday, March 3
Tacha Woods, Ginny Coleman and
First
Round of Tournament
36
48
.478
182
/
381
13
191
7.4
17.4
.685
451
74
/108
.296
13/44
| Hickman
26/22
Renee White have all been scoring Coastal Carolina against UNC-Asheville
Big South Tournament
20
166
.482
105/218
1
85
2.8
.860 351
11.7
86/100
.440
55/125
Hlldobrand
30/30
leaders for individual games.
Charleston Southern against Winthrop
68
.524
97/185
20
First Round of Tournament
.576 242
7
101 3.6
8.6
34/59
.318
14/44
Ferguson
28/26
.483
55/114
22
.515 145
21
8
2.5
78
4.8
17/33
.409
18/44
Chapman
30/2
Winthrop 101 against Asheville 87
Also, without Bream rebounding,
.462
36/78
64
20
1
2.0
51
4.0
.607 103
17/28
.389
14/36
Robinson
26/4
Thursday, March 4
Thursday,
March
11
several Flames have helped to carry
.336
37/110
57
50
.270
Toomer
43
2
1.8
3.8
.539 105
14/26
17/63
28/25
Second
Round of Tournament
Second
Round
of
Tournament
.467
43/92
78
.000
Williams
12
3
17
2.8
.720 104
18/25
0/2
28/11
3.7
the load.
.351
27/77
23
.366
Anthony
7
13
.714 89
15/41
27/0
Campbell 67 against UMBC 85
1
.9
3.3
20/28
Campbell against Liberty
Jennifer Fairfax, Woods, Ginny Radford against winner of Coastal Carolina- Coastal 7 9 against Charleston Southern 6 6
.404
21/52
24
.308
Bloom
8/26
23/1
4
0
15
1.0
2.5
.889 58
8/9
.425
17/40
28
.421
Taylor
25/0
7
6
10
2.0
.500 50
8/16
8/19
1.1
Coleman, White Barrington and Dawn UNC-Asheville game.
Towson 7 9 against Winthrop 83
.536
15/28
25
.000
Hunter
0
.750 36
0/1
22/0
6
0
1.1
1.6
6/8
Liberty 69 against Radford 73
UNC-Greensboro against winner of
Coleman
have
all
been
individual
.211
4
/
1
9
18
.000
Pothovsn
0/1
20/0
0
26
.9
.826 27
19/23
7
1.4
Charleston
Southem-Winthrop
game.
Friday, March 5
.488
845/1,731
game rebounding leaders since
Totals
163/448 .364
30/30
230
86
1,140 38.0 517
462/679 .680 2,315 77.2
Towson State against UMBC
Semi-Finals
of Tournament
Breams injury.
Women's Overall Statistics
UMBC
59
against
Coastal
66
Tacha Woods was named
Friday, March 12
Three Point
Total
Winthrop 87 against Radford 69
Honorable Mention for Big South
Semi-Finals of Tournament
FG/FGA
FG/FGA FG%
FG%
G/GS
PLAYER
FT/FTA FT% PTS
AVG REB AVG AST BLK
STL
Saturday, March 6
Rookie of the Week for the week Winner of Campbell-Liberty game against
53/131
.405
Brsam
1/3
12/10
30/54
.333
.556 137
19
1
121 10.1 19
11.4
Championship
Game
.378
94/249
D. Coleman
26/15
32/44
.336
43/128
.727 263
34
3
50
133 5.1
10.1
winner
of
Radford-Coastal
or
Asheville
game.
prior to March 1.
.444
95/214
G. Coleman
26/17
64/94
.000
0/2
.681 254
45
6
74
125 4.8
9.8
Winner of Greensboro-Charleston Southern or Winthrop 65 against Coastal 78
This was the second consecutive Winthrop game against winner of Towson.353
78/221
.412
Barrington
.755 247
26/25
77/102
14/34
59
122
96
3.7
9.5
0
Last Week's Women's Results
.369
.398
69/187
.590 194
Whits
33/83
26/5
121 4.7
23/39
19
25
3
7.5
week she was listed for this honor.
UMBC game.
.285
.282
.556 175
55/193
Monday, March 1
63
2.4
26/18
C.Thomson
25/45
40/142
40
34
6.7
2
Woods scored a career-high 22
.399
.000
.613 171
61/153
91
3.5
26/10
Woods
0/1
49/80
18
3
14
6.6
Charleston Southern 67 at Winthrop 87
.448
.000
.500 155
points and nine rebounds in LU's loss
Saturday, March 13
64/143
Fairfax
0/0
26/25
27/54
20
11
38
6.0
134 5.2
Liberty 49 at UNC-Asheville 48
.329
.000
.546 76
26/79
26/3
Hopkins
0/0
24/44
3
3
2
43
2.9
1.7
Championship
Game
to
RU.
For
the
week
she
collected
27
UNC-Greensboro
66 at Clemson 75
.133
.154
.692 19
4/30
24/1
R.Thomson
2/13
9/13
3
13
18
.8
.8
0
.667
points and pulled down 13 rebounds Winner from each bracket will faceoff in a
.000
.000 4
2/3
Mllburn
0/0
17/0
0/0
0
1
.7
1
Thursday,
March 4
11
.2
7:30 p.m. contest scheduled at Radford's
.000
.000
.000 0
Freeman
0/0
2/0
0/0
0/0
.0
0
0
0
0
.0
while dishing out three assists.
Campbell 55 at UNC-Asheville 52
.375
Dedmon Center in Radford, Va.
.328
.633
Totals

with an injury prior to the tournament
In limited playing time, Cordell
Robinson scored four points in his
final game as a Flame. He hit two of
four shots during the game against
Radford.
ThefinalFlames senior to end his
career was also the newest member of
the team—Parish Hickman.
Hickman provided an instant offense for the Flames after transferring
from Michigan State University. This
season he averaged 17.4 points per
game and was named to the All-Big
South Conference Second Team.
During the final game against
Radford, Hickman scored only 11
points while taking nearly half the
shots he usually does.
Congratulations and good luck to
the graduating seniors. Next season
as the Flames prepare to lose three

26/26

601/1,603

133/406

360/569

1,695

Men's Big South basketball standings
School
B.S. record
Overall record
Coastal
12-4
22-9
Winthrop
5-11
14-16
Towson State
14-2
18-9
Campbell
10-6
12-15
Liberty
9-7
16-14
Radford
8-8
15-16
BaLt.County
7-9
12-16
Charleston
5-11
9-18
UNC-Asheville
2-14
4-23
UNC-Greensboro
0-0
10-17
'Tournament winner

65.2

1,072 41.2

359

60

266

Women's Big South basketball standings
Overall record
B.S. record
School
17-9
14-2
UNC-Greensboro
14-11
12-4
Radford
16-9
11-5
Campbell
10-6
11-15
Towson State
10-6
11-15
Bait. County
10-6
15-11
Liberty
8-8
10-15
Coastal
6-10
9-17
Charleston
5-11
6-20
Winthrop
0-16
0-26
UNC-Asheville

Charleston Southern 84 at Coastal 8 2
Radford 57 at UNC-Greensboro 7 4

Men's Result

Women's Result

Radford 7 3 , Liberty 69

Liberty 49, UNC-A»hev1H« 48

Radford (73)
Liberty (49)
Schmall 6-106-822, Day 4-123-814. QaUaher 3-91White 2-6 0-0 5, Woods 2-5 1-1 S.Fairfax 1-44-66,
2 7, Burgess 3-6 9-1116. Travis 4-9 2-4 10, Bowens 2- Barrington 1-5 1-3 3, G. Coleman 5-10 8-10 18, C.
4 0-0 4, Watkins 0-0 0-0 0, Dalton 0-2 0-0 0. Totals 22-52Thomson0-30-00, Hopkins0-1 1-3 1, D.Coleman4-5
21-31 73.
0011. Totals 15-39 15-23 49.
liberty (69)
UNC-Asheville (4B)
Toomer 0-2 0-0 0, Hlldebrand 3-81-2 8, Nwosu 9-10
Woodfln 6-20 0-014. Hyatt 4-6 0-0 8. West 3-101-2
8-13 26, Ferguson 1-5 1-2 3, Hickman 4-10 3-4 11, 7, Godetle 4-110-0 8, Roberts 2-9 0-0 4, Moore 0-11-2
Anthony 3-93-410, Robinson 2-40-04, PothovenO-02- 1, Jones 1 -4 0-0 2, Smith 2-30-04. Matthews 0-3 0-0 0.
2 2, Chapman 2-2 0-1 5, Williams OO 0-0 0. Totals 24-50Totals 22-87 2-4 48.
18-26 69.
Liberty
27 22 — 49
Radford
28 45 —73
UNC-A
28 20 — 48
Liberty
29 40 — 69
Three point Held goals — Liberty 4-8 (While 1-2,
Three point Held goals — Liberty 3-15 (Toomer 0-2, Barrington 0-1. C. Thomson 0-2, D. Coleman 3-3) UNCHlldebrand 1-3, Ferguson 0-1, Hickman 0-1, Anthony 1- Asheville 2-11 (Woodfin 2-7, Godetle 0-1, Roberts 0-1,
5. Robinson 0-2, Chapman 1 -1) Radford 8-16 (Schmall 4-Matthews 0-2) Rebounds—Lberty 26 (Fairfax 4), UNC6, Day 3-6, Burgess 1-3, Travis 0-1) Rebounds—Liberty Ashevllle 49 (West 12) Date — Monday. March 1.
42 (Nwosu 1B), Radford 28 (Burgess 9) Date—Thursday, Attendance— 150.
March 4. Attendance — 1,612.

Men's Final Big South Conference Leaders
Men'scoring leaders
Tony Dunkin
CCC
Devin Boyd
TSU
Darnell Sneed CSU
T. Alexander
TSU
Joe Spinks
CU
KeKe Hicks
CCC
Julius Nwosu LU
Doug Day
RU
Parish Hickman LU
Eddie Gay
WU

23.9
23.0
23.0
19.3
18.9
18.7
18.1
17.6
17 J
17.2

Men's FG% leaders
Eddie Gay
WU
Julius Nwosu LU
Joe Spinks
CU
Don Burgess
RU
Sonique Nixon UMBC
Tony Dunkin
CCC
M. Acha
CCC
T. Alexander
TSU
Parish Hickman LU
Mark Hailey
WU

.628
.615
.556
.548
.540
.533
.509
.502
.478
.459

Men's 3-point
Tony Dunkin
Skip Saunders
Scott Hartzell
Scott Neely
M. Hildebrand
KeKe Hicks
Burt Jenkins
L. Coulter
F. Hardarson
Bob Thompson

FG% leaders
CCC .488
UMBC .457
UNC-G .456
CU
.449
LU
.440
CCC .432
UNC-A .415
WU
.394
CSU .386
UNC-A .380

Men's free throw % leaders
Scott Hartzell
UNC-G .889
RU
.879
Don Burgess
CSU
.866
Darnell Sneed
.860
M. Hildebrand LU
David Jackson UNC-A .831
.798
F. Hardarson
CSU
CCC .796
KeKe Hicks
.794
Brian Schmall RU
.787
Devin Boyd
TSU
Tony Dunkin
CCC .779

Men's rebounding leaders
Mark Hailey
WU
9.6
Eddie Gay
WU
8.6
Julius Nwosu LU
8.5
Sonique Nixon UMBC 8.5
M. Acha
CCC 8.3
Joe Spinks
CU
7.8
73
Parish Hickman LU
6.6
Darnell Sneed CSU
6.4
John James
TSU
Tony Dunkin
CCC 6.4

Men's assists leaders
Brian Schmall RU
Dana Harris
UMBC
Mike Fayed
WU
Dan Pogue
CU
M. Hildebrand LU
Josh Kohn
UNC-A
Joey Hart
CCC
Joe Spinks
CU
Scott Hartzell UNC-G
KeKe Hicks
CCC

7.0
6.5
6.1
5.7
5.5
5.2
4.4
4.2
4.1
4.0

Women's Final Regular Season Big South Conference Leaders
Women's scoring leaders
S. Wilkey
RU
17.2
Vickie Henson NC-G 16.4
M. Herbert
CCC 15.9
T. Crown
RU
15.1
Missy Quille
MB-C 14.9
C. Kelly
CSU
13.6
M. Haywood
NC-G 13.1
D. Barry
TSU
12.9
Kim Lewis
CCC 12.9
Shannon Ward TSU
12.8

Women's FG % leaders
Vickie Henson UNC-G .584
Tammie Crown RU
.580
Amy Nigro
CU
.500
M. Herbert
CCC .489
D.Barry
TSU
.481
Kim Lewis
CCC .437
S. Wilkey
RU
.434
Missy Quille
UMBC .411
Chrissy Kelly
CSU
.407
Nikki Tinsley
UMBC .384

Women's blocked shot leaders
C. Hightower
TSU
1.6
J. Fairfax
LU
U
SaraLarsen
RU
1.1
Joy Clifford
CSU
1.1
S.Finley
WU
1.0
Eileen Jensen
TSU
0.8
Sheena West
UNC-A 0.7
Missy Quille
UMBC 0.7
Tammie Crown RU
0.5
Eunice French UMBC 0.5

Women's free throw % leaders
Tammie Crown RU
.884
S. Wilkey
RU
.804
Chrissy Kelly
CSU .795
A. Barrington LU
.755
M. Herbert
CCC .710
Kim Lewis
CCC .699
Missy Quille
UMBC .695
Ginny Coleman LU
.681
Michelle Minton CCC .677
Tanya Belair
TSU
.660

Women's rebounding leaders
S. Finley
WU
9.5
D.Barry
TSU
8.9
Tammie Crown RU
8.9
C. Hightower
TSU
8.6
Kim Lewis
CCC 7.3
Vickie Hensen UNC-G 7.2
Eunice French UMBC 7.1
UNC-A 7.0
Sheena West
7.0
Nicky Coleman CU
CSU 6.8
Joy Clifford

Women's assists leaders
Shonta Taboum CU
6.6
JoZerger
UNC-G 4.6
A. Barrington LU
4.6
L. Siddle
RU
4.4
Michelle Minton CCC 4.2
M. Haywood
UNC-G 4.1
Tina Wilson
UNC-G 3.9
Nikki Tinsley
UMBC 3.9
Missy Quille
UMBC 3.9
DeeGodelte
UNC-A 3.7
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Suns eclipsed by best of East
By BRIAN SPERLING

NBA Roundup

Champion Reporter

The Phoenix Suns sought the final
piece of the puzzle that would take
them to the "next level" in the west
and had apparently found it in Charles Barkley. However, the team's
success against the best of the east
should be considered before chilling
the champagne.
After consecutive 50-win seasons
with little to show for it, the Suns
front office brought in a totally new
look. Paul Westphal was named head
coach toreplaceCotton Fitzsimmons.
The America West Arena was built to
replace the old Veterans War Memorial Coliseum. New uniforms were
issued, and most importantly, Sir
Charles came over from Philadelphia.
The Suns cast their light on the
NBA early in the season, racing out to
the best overall record at the All-Star

Break. With Barkley putting up MVPlike numbers, Phoenix was penciled
in by many as the odds-on favorite in
the competitive Western Conference
as the team to beat in the playoffs.
However, before the city schedules
the victory parade, it should look at
the total picture of the Suns' season
thus far. Granted, the team has done a
more than exceptional job against the
Western Conference, going undefeated at home against the Midwest
and Pacific Divisions en route to 40
wins in their first 52 games.
This may mean that a trip to the
finals is assured, but Phoenix fans
will only be disturbed by the success
of the Suns against the beasts of the
east. Three of the team's 12 losses
havecomeagainstChicago.NewYork

and Cleveland.
The most recent was last week
against the Cavs. Led by Larry Nance
and Mark Price, the Suns were held in
check for a 101-94 defeat, which is
more sobering when you consider that
it was at home.
The loss snapped a 19-game home
winning streak by the Suns. It was
only their second home loss of the
season, but guess who knocked them
off first? Those World Champion Bulls
spanked them back in early December. These were clubs pulling their
sneaker strings through rugged West
Coast swings.
Let's not forget that the Suns were
eclipsed by the Knicks at Madison
Square Garden as well. That was the
game that Sir Charles leaped over the
scorers table and charged the referee
in the tunnel afterward. One may
conclude that homefieldwon't be an

advantage for Phoenix if they get to
that next level.
On theother end of the NB A spectrum, the Dallas Mavericks are keeping things just as interesting. Any
arena should sell out when the Mavs
come to town because fans may witness a part of history in the making.
The Mavs had dropped 48 of their
52 games to stay ahead of pace to
break the record for the worst record
in history. The 1972-73 76ers own
that most dubious distinction when
they went 9-73.
How bad has it been? Consider that
the team only had one win each month
of the season. Among the dry spells,
the team has had losing streaks of 15,
12,8 and currently 10 games. With 30
games remaining, five wins may be
impossible for this woeful group. In
Dallas, they thank the Lord for the
their Cowboys.

NHL's expansion
dilutes talent level
By BRIAN SPERLING

NHL Roundup

Champion Reporter

One must know when to say when.

In a move aimed at staking the
claim that quantity is better than
quality, NHL Commissioner Gary
Bettman announced last week that
two new expansion teams will be
added in Anaheim, Calif., and Miami for next season.
Alright now, enough is enough!
Expansion seems to be happening
in professional sports faster than
George Steinbrenner can fire a
manager. The granting of these two
franchises for next year (the third
season in a row) brings up some very
disturbing points.
First, let us examine the statement
that quantity is better than quality.
Bettman surely cannot seriously
consider the three newest expansion
teams to be progressing at such a
fast rate that the need to add two
manager Lou Piniella, picked up Walton, andpitcherGeneNelson were more for competitiveness is
two solid pitchers in Norm Charlton invited to spring training as non-ros- warranted. Ottawa, Tampa Bay and
San Jose are anchoring the league
and Chris Bosio. The Mariners also ter players. The Angels also signed
in the overall standings.
signed catchers Mackey Sasser and pitcher Scott Sanderson.
In fact, the Lightning have musMike Fitzgerald and left-fielder
Probably the biggest changes in the
Mike Felder.
A.L. West were made in Kansas City. tered more points than the Hartford
Coming into Seattle after playing The Royals picked up utility infielder Whalers, a team which has been a
in Japan are journeymen Mike Craig Wilson, shortstop Greg Gagne member of the league for more than
Marshall and Carmelo Martinez as and second baseman Jose Lind to a decade. But overall, the aforementioned four clubs are dug in quite
non-roster play- improve their defense.
ers.
Right-fielder Felix Jose was signed snug at the bottom of the overall
The Cali- and will give more power to the lineup. standings.
And now there is the need for two
fornia Angels The Royals strengthened their pitchmore clubs? The talent pool has been
signed
some ing staff by acquiring David Cone
diluted enough without watering it
well-known play- and Mark Gardner.
out with even more weak players.
ers that should
Pitcher Frank DiPino, outfielder
There is no basis for expansion as
help bring the Hubie Brooks, catcher Nelson
long as clubs such as the Whalers are
Angels a more re- Santovenia, and infielders Mike
so woeful season after season. Until
spectable season Kingery and Randy Ready were inthe league is on an even scale, new
than last year. vited to spring training as non-roster
teams should not be added.
Third baseman Kelly Gruber and des- players.
The Anaheim franchise is owned
ignated hitter Chili Davis should
It could be a tight one this year in
provide the Angels with better hitting the A.L. West and all these new faces by Walt Disney Company chairman
and more power.
should make for an interesting race and chief executive Michael Eisner.
Eisner has seen itfitto embarrass the
Outfielders Stan Javier and Jerome for the pennant.

A.L. West faces free-agent change
By JOSHUA COOLEY
Champion Reporter

The American League West is
teeming with new faces because of
free agency, and the changes should
lead to a more competitive division.
The Oakland Athletics underwent
some major changes in the off-season. Coming in at third base is Kevin
Seitzer. The As also picked up infielders Rafael Ramirez, Dale Sveum
and catcher Rich Gedman as nonroster players.
In Minnesota, the Twins acquired
pitchers Jim Deshaies and Mike
Hartley. Bert Blyleven will return to
Minnesota as a non-roster player.
Dave Winfield willfillthe designated
hitter role after coming over from the
Toronto Blue Jays.
The Chicago White Sox were relatively quiet this off-season. However,
the team did sign rightfielder Ellis
Burks and former Blue Jay pitcher
Dave Stieb. The team also invited

MLB Roundup
left-handerChuckCary to spring training as a non-roster player.
The Texas Rangers revamped their
middle infield with the acquisitions
of second baseman Billy Ripken and
shortstop Manuel Lee. Former Pirate
Gary Redus will
back up Rafael
Palmeiro at first
base.
Coming over
from the Chicago
Cubs is centerfielder Doug Dascenzo. Pitchers Bob
Patterson, Craig
Lefferts, Charlie
Liebrandt and reliever Tom Henke
will hopefully improveapitching staff
that did not have an impressive 1992
season.
The Seattle Mariners, under new

league by naming his team the
Mighty Ducks of Anaheim.
The nickname is based on the
movie, which leads me to wonder if
Emilio Estevez will be namedcoach.
To make matters worse, his wife
gave him the idea to name their new
arena The Pond. No joke. And you
thought the Cow Palace was bad.
On the other hand, the Miamibased group is headed by Blockbuster Video owner Wayne
Huizenga (Hmmm, the Miami
Blockbusters). I don't know if
Huizenga has thrown the idea of
that nickname around, but let's all
cross our fingers that he doesn't
name another Florida team after a
weather element
Huizenga hired Hall-of-Famer
Bobby Clarke to become vice president and general manager. Clarke,
the former great of the Philadelphia
Flyers, gave up his job as senior vice
president of the team.
Clarke had returned to Philly last
summer after a stint as GM of the
Minnesota North Stars with gushy
statements such as he was back
where he belonged for good. Whatever happened to staying with the
organization that he called a family?
That lasted a while, didn't it?

Hurley sets all-time NCAA assist record, jersey retired
By NELSON MUMMA JR.
Champion Reporter

Bobby Hurley, Duke's All-American point guard, set the NCAA Division 1 assist record Wednesday in
Duke's win over Maryland.
His 12 assists against the Terrapins
gave him 1,046 and pushed him past
Chris Corchiani's previous record of
1,038. Corchiani played at North
Carolina State and graduated in 1991.
Hurley'srecord came just three days
after his number-11 jersey was retired
before the game at home against
UCLA. It was Hurley's last game at
home, and he promptly went out and
scored 19 points while handing out 15
assists.
Hurley's game has flourished since
Duke changed its offensive scheme.

College Hoops
Now Hurley is featured at the top of
the key instead of working from the
side of the court. The change has
opened up passing lanes, and since
then Hurley has averaged around 15
assists a game.
He still has one regular season game
left against North Carolina, as well as
the ACC and NCAA tournament to
add to his assist record.
In addition to having arguably the
best point guard in the country, Duke
may also have the most loyal and
obnoxious crowd.
For Duke's earlier game against
North Carolina at Cameron Indoor
Arena, students started lining up for

tickets a month in advance.
To wait in line, students set up tents
in a large area in front of the boxoffice known as Krzyzewskiville,
named after Duke coach Mike
Krzyzewski. Usually the students stay
in groups of 10 or more, with as many
as 26 students reportedly staying
together.
According to the regulations, a
patroller checks the tents five or six
times a day. One person must be present in or around the tent during at least
three ofthosechecks.orelsetheylose
their position.
But don't think that because the
fans are spending so muchtimewaiting in line, they haven't researched
the other teams. When Florida State's
Doug Edwards and Bob Sura, who

have endured academic problems,
were introduced before a game at
Duke on Feb. 24, notebooks and textbooks came flying out of the student's
section, along with the chant, "Hooked
on phonics."
In other college news, Seton Hall's
Terry Dehere also had his jersey retired on Saturday prior to a 92-73 win
against St. Johns.
The win gave the 10th ranked Pi-

rates their first out-right Big East
Championship. Last year, Seton
Hall, St. Johns and Georgetown
all tied for first.
In addition to having his number24 jersey retired and winning the
conference, Dehere also became the
Big East's all-time leading scorer.
Dehere's third three pointer of the
game gave him 1,293 points, three
more than scored by Chris Mullin,
whoplayedwithSLJohnsfrom 19811985. Deherefinishedwith 36 points.
St. Johns, chosen to finish ninth in
the Big East by the coaches, finished
the regular season in second place.
Vanderbilt, perhaps the surprise
team of the year, beat South Carolina
77-73 Saturday to win their first
Southeastern Conference champion-

ship since 1965.
The seventh-ranked Commodores,
led by Duke transfer Billy
McCafferey's 19 points set a school
record for the most victories in a season. They finished the regular season
at 25-4 (14-2 in the Southeastern
conference) and beat sixth-ranked
Kentucky by one game in the standings. Next up for Vanderbilt is the
Southeastern Conference Tournament
on Friday.
Also this week, the ACC, Big East,
Western Athletic Conference, the Big
West and several other conferences
host their tournaments. These tournaments will be followed Sunday night
by the NCAA selection committee's
decision on which 64 teams make it to
this year's tournament.

Baseball team wins three behind strong starting pitching
Continued from Page 13

who was three for four and scored
three runs. Mark Fitzgerald and
Paul Curlee also led CU with three
RBIs each. Curlee hit the game's only
home run for CU. Ed Stanley also
chipped in two hits, three runs and
two RBIs.
The Flames also helped the
Camels' cause by committing five
errors in the game. In the first
four games of the season, the
Flames combined to commit 18
errors while their opponents tallied
for 10 errors.
In the second game of the doubleheader, LU bounced the Camels 4-3
behind a complete game performance
by Rich Humphrey. Humphrey gave
up three runs, two of which were
earned, and seven hits while striking
out eight and walking one.
On the Camels' side, starting pitcher
David Abernathy was knocked out in
the second inning after giving up three
runs on one hit while walking one
batter. Relief pitcher Matt Allen
pitched thefinaltwo innings and gave
up the winning run in the top of the
ninth to record his first loss of the
season.
For the game the Flames were outhit 7-5 and gave up four errors but
still found the way to win behind a
three-run homer by Ryan Hutchison
in the second inning.
Speek collected two of LU's five
hits in the game and scored one run.
Beau Martin and Kim collected the

tagged for 10 earned runs on 10 hits in
other hits for LU.
On Friday the Flames began the six innings of work. He also walked
three-game series against Campbell seven batters and struck out six. Joe
with a 13-10 win behind a 14-hit Nestor gave up the other three LU
runs in one inning of work while
attack on four Camels' pitchers.
LU led 13-0 in the game before the giving up three hits and walking one.
Camels struck for 10 runs in the final In the Flames' first game of the
season on Thursday, LU defeatedthree innings.
However, LU starting pitcher Kris James Madison 7-4 in a game which
Morton, who was injured last season, was originally scheduled as a home
pitched six and one-third innings for contest.
his first win of the season. He only
gave up one run on five hits while
striking out six.
Liberty 7, James Madison 4
Speek led the Flames' offense with Lberty
James Madison
ab r
ab r
a two for four performance including Hires
Mummal!
3 0
Kaufman
three runs scored and three RBIs. Speek
Nehrlng
Martin
Martin also chipped in three RBIs Bream
Trollo
Williams
Harms en
while collecting three hits and scor- Kim
Hlgman
Qlnder
ing one after hitting hisfirsthome run Baker
Johnson
Ulrich
Beane
Humphrey
of the season.
Croushore
Sheldon Bream also collected his Smith
Haler
Huchiaon
Budheller
Dlstler
first home run of the season and Shoemaker 0
Floyd
Woody
Tulley
2
knocked in two runs on two hits.
McNichol
Total*
a
Edsell
Lead-off hitter Hutchison was two
Cruse
for three and collected two RBIs and
Total*
32 4
two runs scored.
Liberty
010 000 024
6
Madison
100100 200
4
Ed Stanley led the Camels' come- Jam**
E • Harmsen 2, Ulrich, Mummau, Trollo, Hines, Smith,
LOB - Liberty 7, JMU S. 2B - Hutchinson, Speek.
back attempt with three RBIs on three Speek.
SB • Mummau 2, Ginder 2, Johnson 2, Hutchinson,
hits. Malt Buckley also collected three Speek. Harmsen. SH - Baker, Ginder.
IP
H R ER BB SO
hits and scored two runs for CU.
Liberty
Humphrey
6
1 2
0 0 5
LU relief pitchers Kurt Harris, Robb Smith (W 1-0)
3
0 2 0 2 3
Egel and Karl Shoemaker combined Jam** Madison
4
4 1 1 2
5
Croushore
to pitch two innings and gave up eight Haler
31/3 3 2 2 2 4
1
1 1 1 1 0
Woody
runs, four earned, while walking five. McNichol (L 0-1)
2/3 4 3 3 0 2
by Holer, Johnson by Smith. THumphrey recorded thefinaltwo outs 2:41. AHBP—Baker
-«5.
in the ninth inning to preserve the
victory for Morton.
Camel pitcher Bob Wharton was

Humphrey and Jason Smith combined to pitch a one-hitter against the
Dukes. Although Humphrey did not
figure in the decision, he pitched six
innings and gave up only one hit and
two unearned runs. He also struck out
five before giving way to Smith.
Smith pitched the final two innings
and gave up two runs while walking
two but did not give up a hit.
LU was plagued with six errors in

the contest, but the team supported its
fielding with seven runs on 12 hits.
After being down 4-1 heading into
the eighth inning, LU scored six runs
in the final two innings, including
four in the ninth, to win the game.
Speek led the Flames offensively
with threchits, two RBIs and
two runs scored. Hutchison also
recorded two hits for LU and
scored two runs. Both Speek and

Hutchison recorded doubles in
the game for LU.
Brian McNichol lost the game for
the Dukes while pitching the final
two-thirds of the ninth inning. He
gave up three runs on four hits and
stuck out two batters.
Starting pitcher Rick Croushore
pitched four innings and only gave up
one run on four hits while striking out
five and walking two.

Weeks Results
Liberty
ab
Hutchison 3
Shoemaker 1
b
Kim
4
Speek
5
Martin
Christensen 1
4
Bream
1
Oistler
Harms en 4
2
Tully
3
Baker
3
Clark
4
Horton
0
Morton
40
Total*

Liberty

Campbell
f h bi
2 2 2
1 1 0
1 1
3
3
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
13 14 11

Maddocks
Stanley
Curlee
Porosky
Fitzgerald
Spell
GriHin
Priest
Brinson
T. Rogers
Savage
S. Rogers
Crandell
Kingsbury
Buckley
Wharton
Nestor
Total*

ab r
3 1

32 4

Liberty
251 200 300
13
Campbell
000 000 244
10
E - Speek2, Distler, Stanley, Fitzgerald, Buckley, Wharton.
LOB - Liberty 13, Campbell 13.2B - Hutchinson, Speek,
Martin2, Bream, Stanley, Kingsbury. 3B - Maddocks. HR
- Martin, Bream. S.Bunt - Tully 2.
iP H R ER BB SO
Liberty
Morton (W)
61/3 5 1 1 2 6
1 1 / 3 2 2 1
1 1
Harris
0
1 2
0 3 0
Egel
Shoemaker
2/3 3 4 3
1 1
Bickers
0
0 0 0 0 0
Humphrey
2/3 0 0 0 0 1
Campbell
6
10 10 10 7 6
Wharton
Nestor (L)
1
3 3 2
1 2
Weir
1
0 0 0 2 2
Spell
1
1 0
0 0 1
HBP—Harmsen by Wharton, Maddocks by Morton
and Bickers. T--3:45. A--25.

Liberty 4, Campbell 3

Campbell 10, Liberty 4

Liberty 13, Campbell 10

Hutchison
Kim
Speek
Martin
Bream
Harmsen
Hines
Christensen
Ulrich
Baker
Smith
Total*

Liberty

Campbell
ab r
3 1

3
3
0
0
214

Maddocks
Stanley
Spell
Griffin
Fitzgerald
Priest
Curlee
Rogers
Buckley
Payton
Total*

ab r
4 3

1 1
0 0

Liberty
000 3001
4
Campbell
530 200 X
10
E - Speek, Harmsen 3, Hines, Stanley, Priest. LOB Liberty 6, Campbell 2. 2B - Maddocks, Stanley 2. 3B Priest. HR - Curlee. SH • Spell. SF • Speek, Fitzgerald.
IP
H R ER BB SO
Liberty
Baker
1
5 7 5
Smith
3
4 3 2
Bickers
2
0 0 0
Campbell
Payton
6
3 3 3
Abernathy
1
1 1 0
HBP—Martin by Payton, Bream by Payton. T1:50. A - 9 6 .

Hines
Kim
Speek
Martin
Bream
Hutchison
Tully
Harmsen
Baker
Clark
Distler
Horton
Humphrey
Totale

Campbell
ab
4
4
4
3
3
1

r

1 1
1 1
1 1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

s

Maddocks
Stanley
Fitzgerald
Rogers
Griffin
Priest
Curlee
Savage
Porosky
Kingsbury
Gay
Buckley
High
Allen
Total*

ab r
5 0

1 1
0 0

343

Liberty
030000001
4
Campbell
110100000
3
E - Hines, Martin. Harmsen, Baker. Priest, Buckley. LOB
- Liberty 3, Campbell 7. 2B - Rogers. HR - Hutchison,
Curlee. SB Tully, Fitzgerald. SH - Curlee, Buckley.
H R ER BB 8 0
IP
Liberty
Humphrey
9
7 3 2
1 8
Campbell
Abernathy
1
1 3
3
1 0
High
6
3 0 0
1 3
Allen
2
1 1 1 1 2
HBP —Bream by Abernathy, Harmsen by
Abernathy. T—2:40. A—125.
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Flames lost Radford game before playing
By MIKE GATHMAN
Sports Editor

In early October the Flames were
picked as the team to beat in the Big
South, but for the second straight year
the team has come home from the Big
South Tournament empty-handed.
Although many things factor into
the success or lack of success during a
season, there are a few key elements
which figured into this season's disappointments.
The question is whether or not the
players were overestimated, were
underachievers or were defeated by
other means.. I believe anyone who
has watched the Flames play this season would have to agree the Flames
were defeated by other means.
This team was not underestimated
by any stretch of the imagination. The
starting five of Julius Nwosu, Parish
Hickman, Keith Ferguson, Chris

Commentary
Toomer and Matt Hildebrand stacks
up well against any other team in the
conference.
This same group, excluding Hickman, and the rest of the team also
proved they were not underachievers
by pulling off a 16.5 game turnaround
a year ago. Also, the team this year
reeled off nine straight victories. Included in those nine straight wins was
a victory at Virginia Tech where the
Hokies have only lost five state-opponent games—EVER! Not bad for a
non-conference game with little importance.
This leaves "other means" as the
reason for defeat in a season which
began with hopes of afirst-evertrip to
the "Big Dance."
For those who kept track, the sea-

Golf team awaits
tough schedule
BySHANAHUFF
Champion Reporter

Liberty University's men's golf
team, under the direction of Head
Coach Frank Landrey, is preparing
for the start of its spring season.
The spring schedule begins March
18 at the Emerald Invitational at
New Bern, N.C.
Landrey has high expectations
for the spring season although he
feels it will be the toughest ever for
the Liberty golf team.
Thefiveplayers who will make
the first seven spring tournaments
are: senior Chris Easley, senior
Garrick Stiles, junior Tom Anthony,
freshman Kenny Hobbs and freshman Chad Hall.
Two Other players, Jeff Thomas
and Gary Leeds will contend for
future events, but both will be redshirted as freshman this season.
Last semester, during for the
fall competition, four players
averaged in the 70s. Those averaging in the 70s included: Easley
with a 77 and Hobbs, Anthony,
Garrick and Stiles who each had a
78 average.
During jihe fall season Liberty
finished fourth at the Virginia State
Championship, the best result a
Liberty team has ever experienced
in the tournament. Easley shot
within two strokes of the tournament winner.
The team also finished fourth at

Chris Easley
Top LU golfer
theCharleston Southemlnvitational
and tied for 12th at the Seascape
College Invitational.
Garrick Stiles shot the lowest
individual round by an LU golfer
with a 70, followed by Chris Easley
with a 71.
FourLU golfersscored the lowest
one-day team score shot last semester. This came on Nov. 10, when the
team averaged a 74.5 at the Charleston Southern Invitational.
In the next month the golf team
will play in the following tournaments: East Carolina/Emerald Invitational at New Bern, N.C. (March
18-21); Furman Invitational at
Greenville, S.C. (March 25-28) and"
at Campbell University at Buies
Creek, N.C. (April 1-3).

son began its downward trend after a
Monday night home loss to Winthrop
oil Feb. 8. Although disappointed, the
team initially shook it off as a loss
which had to occur sooner or later
(because the team had won nine
straight at that point).
But the losses began to pile up
and the team only won two of its
last nine games, including a win
over National Collegiate Christian
Athletic Association Tennessee
Temple in the second to last game of
the regular season.
While the losses mounted, "bandwagon" fans, to quote Head Coach
Jeff Meyer, began to blame his coaching style for the losses. To be more
specific, they blamed his substitution
method which often replaced four to
five starters at the same time.
However, Meyer stuck to his guns
and defended his style because of the

"depth" it would provide him in the
tournament. He felt his team would
outlast teams like Towson and
Coastal because of his "deep" bench.
But now, looking back as a Monday morning quarterback, I can't help
but wonder if Meyer stuck to his guns
at the cost of the Big South Title.
Even in the most important game of
the season against Radford Thursday
night, the Flames coach brought in
substitutions early and often.
If anyone can remember back to the
glory days of the nine-game winning
streak, the main reason for the Flames'
success was based on the strength of
the LU starters. This aforementioned
group would often hold a 15 to 20
point lead 10 minutes into the game.
However, by halftime of many of
these games, the lead would be
dwindled to five points or less. The
reason: taking four to five starters off

the court provided other teams with
the opportunity to jump back into the
game.
This also led to a lack of continuity
on the court, and the end result was a
team full of talent with no chemistry.
With players constantly checking in
and out of the game, a continuity was
never achieved during the season.
The lack of continuity was never
more evident than in the first (and
only) game of the tournament when
this style of coaching was supposed to
reap dividends.
Case in point is the playing time
received by Brett Anthony and Cordell Robinson in the tournament.
Although both arefineplayers, what
happened to sticking with the "bread
and butter" players when the game is
on the line?
If Anthony should have been playing above Toomer, the tournament is

not a good time to implement the
change. This should have been done
weeks ago.
Another question to be pondered
from now until next season is why
was there a freshman in the game with
the team facing a deficit and less than
four minutes in the game? Surely the
starters were not resting for the next
game—were they?
Now that the season is over and
there is no tournament victory, there
also is no more justification for the
substitute early and often coaching
method. A "deep" bench for a threegames-in-three-days tournament
means nothing if the team can't win
game one.
You can't help wondering if the
Flames lost the first-round tournament game against Radford long before they ever stepped onto the court
in the North Charleston Coliseum!

The Great Sports Debate
Small teams' bids to 'Big Dance' are unwarranted
By BRIAN SPERLING
Champion Reporter

With the NCAA Basketball Tournament right around the corner, basketball fans everywhere are promised
three weeks of excitement accumulating with the Final Four in New
Orleans.
The current 64-teamfieldprovides
plenty of intriguing match-ups, but it
istimeto examine ways to better the
event, which is arguably the most
exciting in organized sports.
Of the 34 Division 1 conferences,
30 will receive automatic bids for
winning their post-season conference
tournament. The Big Ten, Pacific Ten
and Ivy League have their bids go to
regular season champions since they
do not hold tournaments.
Only one, the East Coast Confer-

ence (Towson State and UMBC
are former members) had their
automatic bid taken away a couple
of seasons ago.
The NCAA took a step in the right
direction by not allowing the ECC to
have a bid. There is now one less
welcome mat for top-notch schools
such as Seton Hall and North Carolina to toy with.
The most glaring problem is
that there are so many quality
teams that deserve to be one of the
select 64 invited to the "Big Dance."
Many of these schools that miss out
are from top-of-the-line conferences
such as the Atlantic Coast and the
Big East
Forexample, Howard won the MidEastern Athletic Conference tournament and was matched against top

seed Kansas in the East Region last
year. The Jay hawks breezedby a count
of 100-67.
One good example of a quality
team missing out is Virginia. The
Cavaliers were nixed of a tournament
appearance while small schools such
as Howard were pummeled in the
opening round. Surely the Cavaliers
would put up more of a fight than
Howard did.
It is unjustified when a team that
finished fourth in the tough ACC has
to miss out for a club which is in a
conference with such cream puffs as
- Bethune-Cookman.
Other sacrifices such as Robert
Morris (Northeast Conference),
Fordham (Patriot) and Campbell (Big
South) certainly have no right to be
stepping out on the court with schools

such as Duke with so many better
programs missing out
The representatives of the Big
South were in such awe of the Blue
Devils that they were asking for
autographs during the pre-game
warm-ups—really.
Think of how much more exciting
the games would be if inferior conferences were stripped of automatic bids.
The first round match-ups would
certainly show hope of being competitive.
Think about it: Indiana-Eastern
Illinois or the Hoosiers against
UVa.? The choice is unmistakably
clear: to make the tournament
even better, small schools should
be left at home. March Madness
belongs to the big boys of
college hoops.

Small conferences deserve chance at NCAA tourney
By SHANNON D. HARRINGTON ing small conferences and the NCAA
Champion Reporter
in general.
The teams from small schools themFor years, the NCAA has allowed
basketball teams of small schools to selves improve because they are given
have an automatic bid into the "Big the chance to compete against better
Dance" for winning its conference teams.
When the Campbell Fighting
tournament. With this opportunity,
the teams are given a goal well worth Camels met the Duke Blue Devils
shooting for and a chance to give the in the first round of last year's
school it is representing a place on the playoffs, most of the Fighting
Camels probably never dreamed of
map.
But these teams are not selected being able to match up against
into the NCAA playoffs just as a players like Christian Laettner and
charity show. It actually improves the Bobby Hurley.
quality of college basketball by not
And although Campbell did not
only increasing the quality of small pose much of a threat to the national
school programs but by also improv- champions, it was an experience that

the team can learn from and improve
on if it ever gets the chance to play a
team of that caliber again.
As a kind of chain reaction, an
entire conference is improved as it
sends one of its teams every year to
the "Big Dance." The more teams a
conference sends to the NCAA playoffs, the better those teams become;
and in the long run, the teams in the
conference that never make it to the
playoffs will be affected by the teams
that do.
The players on the team also benefit from small school teams competing in the NCAA playoffs.
Who had ever heard of Mark

Mocnik of Campbell beforelastyear's
playoff game against Duke? Mocnik
proved to many nationwide, however,
that he could play with the national
champs by putting on a 29-point
shooting display.
Allowing small conference automatic bids also improves competition
within the entire NCAA. Larger
schools usually schedule the smaller
schools at the beginning of the season
to "warm-up." But if these smaller
school teams keep getting the chance
to play in the "Big Dance;" sooner or
later the small teams will catch up to
the better developed team in competition.

Sports Notebook
Volleyball
The Lady Flames volleyball team
made a strong off-season showing
Saturday, Feb. 27, at East Tennessee
State University as it won a tournament composed of ETSU, Milligan
University and Davidson College.
The tournament was based upon
overall points. The team which totalled the most points was declared
champions.
With 99 overall points, the Lady
Flames took the tournament easily
while winning eight out of nine games
against its opponents.
"We didn't expect to finish that
well," team member Nikki Keznor
said. "We had people playing positions that they normally would not
play; but once they got into the hang
of it, we proved to be a strong team."
The team will play two more games
before the end of the spring semester,
traveling to Radford for thefirstof
those two.
Keznor says the spring games give

the team a chance to get warmed up
for the upcoming fall season.
"We lost a lot of major players last
season with onlyfiveplayers returning," Keznor said. "Spring season
gives the bench players playing time
so they can adjust to the team."

1,000 point club
This season the Flames had two
players reach the 1,000 point club.
LU center Julius Nwosu accomplished the feat on Jan. 18, against
Radford University at home in the
Vines Center.
For his career he finished with
1,248 points, good for eighth on the
all-time LU scoring list.
Cynthia Thomson reached the
mark on Feb. 3, against Davidson
College on the road.
For her career she finished with
1,035 points, good for fourth on the
all-time Lady Flames scoring list.
She also became the Lady Flames
all-time three-point shooting leader

Sports Schedule
Women's basketball: On the road
Wednesday, March 10, through
Saturday, March 13, at the Big
South Tournament in Radford, Va.
Times for the tournament are to be
announced.
Wrestling: On the road Thursday,
March 18, through Saturday,
March 20, at Iowa State University
for the NCAA Tournament.
Outdoor track: The teams will
compete on Saturday, March 13, at
UNC-Wilmington starting at 10a.m.
Tennis: At home on Thursday,
March 11, against Kings College
starting at 3 p.m. On the road Friday, March 12, against UNC-

Asheville starting at 2 p.m. On the
road Saturday, March 13, against
Gardner Webb starting at 9 a.m. On
the road Sunday, March 14, through
Thursday, March 18, ai Orange Lake
Country Club in Orlando, Fla.
Baseball: On the road Wednesday,
March 10, against Virginia starting
at 3 p.m. On the road Friday, March
12, against Winthrop starting at 3
p.m. On the road Saturday, March
13, for a doubleheader against
Winthrop starting at 12 p.m.
Golf: On the road Thursday, March
18, through Sunday, March 21, at
the East Carolina/Emerald Invitational in New Bern, N.C.

during her junior year. She finished
this season with 223 career three
pointers.
Matt Hildebrand scored eight
points in the Big South Tournament
game against Radford.
This brought his total career points
to within 27 of 1,000 for his career
after only his junior season.

Sports writers

Lady Flames

Radio sports show

The Lady Flames finished the season with a winning record for the first
time since the 1983-84 Lady Flames
finished 13-11.
This year's team was 15-11 and
broke a record for most wins in a
season.
Head Coach Rick Reeves also won
his 100th career collegiate game. He
has been at LU for three years.

The C-91 sports department offers
a sports talk show every Wednesday
from 9:30 to 11 p.m.
Topics are taken from both the
local and national sports scene.
Calls are accepted to help dictate
the topics.
To ask your sports questions, tune
in to 90.9 on your FM dial and call
582-2899.

The Champion is looking for
sports writers to join the staff this year
and next. A Christian service credit
can be earned for articles written.
Writers are needed for features,
game stories and analysis. If you have
an interest in sports and writing,
contact Mrs. Mazanec at 2128.

BENEFIT AUCTION
Saturday
March 20,1993
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Silent bids on selected items 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Auction for larger items 1 p.m. - 3 p.m.

Sponsored by
Lynchburg Christian Academy

New
ChannelBind" Wi
Covers.

' ith all the time and effort you've
invested in creating your document,
why risk a ho-humreceptionby
presenting it in anything less than a
ChannelBind Cover?

701 Thomas Road
Lynchburg, VA 24502

Let us help you make a great
first impression.
Ask to see our samples. And discover how little
it costs to put the power of professional binding
behind your important documents.

It only costs a little
to make your documents
look a whole lot better.

Briarwood Business Center
Route 221
Forest, VA
385-4530

Picnic and snack foods available
Items donated for auction by area businesses

G o i n g ! . . . . Going!

Gone!

